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Part V- Cops solicit/ rape/ extort/ pimp and murder prostitutes

   www.iswface.org                                  www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com

“Detectives  would  lure  the  sucker  into  a  trap  with  a  call  girl...and  lots  of  cops  had  a  list  of  call  girls  with  whom  they  
traded  information  and  other  favors...”  pg  91    

L.A.  Secret  Police...  Inside  the  LAPD  Elite  Spy  Network    Pocket  Books  1992
  by  Mike  Rothmiller  and  Ivan  G.  Goldman

“dealing  with  prostitutes  -‐‑  especially  on  an  informant  basis-‐‑  is  a  very  large  part  of  our  business  and  that  perhaps  
citizens  in  a  largely  conservative  community  like  San  Diego  may  have  a  hard  time  understanding  that..”

San  Diego  Police  Chief  Bob  Burgreen    September  30,  1990,  San  Diego  Union

“In  America  it  is  only  when  corruption  is  on  the  grand  scale,  spreading  throughout  an  entire  force,  
that  anyone  seems  to  be  shocked.  A  few  years  ago,  Chicago  discovered  that  much  of  the  serious  crime

  in  the  city  was  being  commiCed,  planned  ...  by  policemen.”
Police  Corruption  A  Sociological  Perspective  Anchor  Books  1974

  by  Lawrence  W.  Sherman  pg  100

“All  of  the  contingencies  of  a  (crooked  cop)  grafter’s  moral  career  involve  non-‐‑enforcement  of...victimless  crimes.  Thus  
police  graft  could  be  ended  tomorrow  if  legislatures  enacted  Norval  Morris’  dictum  (1970)  that  ’everyone  has  a  right  to  
go  to  hell  in  any  way  they  please...‘    A  society  concerned  with  police...  graft  is  well  advised  to  legalize  gambling  and  

prostitution.”
Police  Corruption  A  Sociological  Perspective  Anchor  Books  1974

  by  Lawrence  W.  Sherman  pg  205    
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San Diego Officer Daniel Dana
Raped prostitute-  (2012)

received probation sentence 
San Diego Sheriff’s Deputy Thomas John Sadler

Assaulted and attempted Rape of prostitute-
 received two year prison sentence 2010

Det. Wayne Taylor- NYPD detective pimped out 13-year-old 
daughter and forced her to dance naked at parties and have sex with 
"as many as eight or nine men" in a single night. The girl says Det. 
Wayne Taylor "bought" her for $500 and threatened to arrest her for 

prostitution if she didn't follow his orders. 
received a 3 year sentence - 2010

The Cops (and Judges) Who Rape / Extort/  Hire/ Pimp / Murder Prostitutes

123

Anchorage Alaska Officer Anthony Rollins- 
Raped multiple prostitutes over many years-  
(2012) Convicted and sentenced to 87 years

Milwaukee police Officer Steven Lelinski will spend 
the next several decades behind bars for using his job 
as a police officer to sexually assault women (2006)

Philadelphia Police Officer James Fallon
 and  his partner Timothy Carre- extorting prostitutes 

with a badge
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1890s: “A prostitute stood virtually no 
chance of proving rape, especially 
against a policeman. A rape charge 

depended  upon a woman’s refusal of 
consent to an act of sex, considered 

impossible behavior for a prostitute...”

“Prostitution is like rape...”

2013- “Nothing has changed. In 2013,  cops can 
still rape us and get away with it. A prostitute still 

has virtually no chance of proving rape... 
especially against a policeman... some cops may 
be fired, some may be prosecuted, and some may 

be punished... but the majority of cops can do 
whatever they want to us and know that nothing 

will happen to them.”
Norma Jean Almodovar
Founder, ISWFACE

Jeffrey Nichols
‘Prostitution, Polygamy, and Power

Salt Lake City 1847- 1918’
pg. #103
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The following are just a few of the many cases of the corruption, exploitation and abuse of 
people in the sex industry by  law enforcement agents who are given the power and authority 

to control the lives of prostitutes through laws enacted because prostitution abolitionists 
claim that prostitution is ‘like rape’ regardless of what the prostitute experiences.

Incidents from around the country show that these are not isolated cases, but occur with 
regularity, decade after decade, city to city, police department to police department, from 

the lowliest beat cop to the highest ranking members of the police  force. 

Even judges, senators, governors, Secret Service agents and members of the military 
engage in sex with prostitutes, either by consensual agreement or by force.

It is the job of law enforcement agents to enforce laws enacted by legislators and voters. If 
cops cannot keep their pants zipped up now, what can we expect from them with the power  

additional ‘anti- trafficking’ laws  used to ‘fight prostitution’ would give to these law 
enforcement agents  who are already out of control?

There are ways for madams, prostitutes and traffickers to work without fear of arrest...
(1) become an informant

(2) pay protection money to cops and politicians
(3) provide sexual favors to cops, judges and politicians

125

FYI: A number of the stories presented in this document may not yet be resolved, 
and/ or the original media story is no longer available through unpaid archives. 
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Madam Alex and 
the Vice Cops of the 

LAPD

If you have something to offer the 
cops- you can be a pimp, panderer 
or human trafficker- without fear 
of going to prison. Madam Alex 

received a probation sentence for 
her years of pandering and 

pimping activity of which the cops 
were fully aware and in fact 

expected her to remain working in 
that capacity. Otherwise, she had 

nothing to offer them.

The relationship the police had with Madam 
Alex during the years she reigned as madam in 
Hollywood should raise some troubling 
questions for prostitution abolitionists: 

First, if ‘pandering’ is worse than rape or 
robbery (People v. Almodovar 1985) why 
would one madam be allowed to continue for 
years to exploit some women while other 
madams or even just prostitutes are prosecuted 
and sent to prison for many years for the same 
activity?

Second, is it acceptable to ‘exploit’ some 
women as long as they cooperate with the 
police? Third, how do the police determine 
which prostitutes it is okay to ‘exploit’ (meaning 
not arrest) and which women should be 
‘protected’ from ‘exploitation’ by arresting 
them, utterly destroying their lives? 

Finally, is it acceptable that the women who 
don’t cooperate with the police and do not 
provide them with sex, money or information 
about their ‘johns,’ ‘pimps’ or other prostitutes 
are arrested and either sent to jail or forced to 
testify against their non violent, non abusive 
clients, employers or family members whom the 
police wish to charge with human trafficking? 

As long as a madam or sex worker cooperates 
with the nice police officers, they can continue 
to ‘exploit’ or be ’exploited. If prostitution is 
really like rape, why is it okay with society that 
cops can rape prostitutes and not be punished?
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Become an informant 
for the cops

and you can ‘traffick’ 
all the women you want

Cops Use Madams and Prostitutes as Informants“Prostitution is like rape...”
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LAPD is far from the only police department using prostitutes and madams as informants.
Sunday September 30, 1990, San Diego Union reported then Police Chief Bob Burgreen as saying “dealing with prostitutes - especially on an informant basis- is a 
very large part of our business and that perhaps citizens in a largely conservative community like San Diego may have a hard time understanding that..”  

“Alleged links between cops, prostitutes  raise many deeply troubling questions” 
Staff writers Jim Okerblom, Joe Cantlupe, J/ Stryker Meyer and Dayna Lynn Fried

Cops Using Prostitutes as Informants- Prostitutes end up dead

Donna Gentile was a police informant and 
one of over 40 San Diego street sex 
workers who were found murdered. The 
police had an unofficial name for 
prostitutes like Donna, when the 
prostitutes were found dead... they called 
the victims “NHI’s” which stands for “No 
Humans Involved...” which is the primary 
reason that the homicides of so many of 
the street workers went un-investigated 
for years, until the numbers of dead 
prostitutes reach nearly epidemic 
proportions.
Donna was an informant for a number of 
cops during her years on the street, had 
sex with several, and was even invited to 
family outings with  a few.
She was killed in June, 1983, just months 
after she testified about her relationship 
with two of the officers. Her body was 
found with gravel shoved in her mouth... 
perhaps because she talked too much? C
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In addition to the burglary ring and sex with 
minors, the cops in Hollywood (CA) were 
also extorting prostitutes for sexual favors. 
Jack Myers, who was killed in a very 
suspicious auto accident after he named at 
least 10 other officers who were involved in 
the criminal activity and for which none of 
them were convicted or served any time- 
told investigators about the routine for the 
cops who worked nights- “Policemen 
picked up prostitutes on the boulevard 
(Sunset) and took them up to the ‘tree’ in 
Griffith Park, where they had sex in 
exchange for not hassling the women 
during their ‘solicitations.’ “

This sexual activity involved “half of the 
department” which means the other half 
knew about it and did nothing.

The sergeant mastermind of this criminal 
enterprise made certain that the cops whom 
he was recruiting into the ranks of crooked 
cops, got involved with the prostitutes, 
drinking on duty and gambling so that he 
had the ‘goods’ on them so he could trust 
them ‘so they would not divulge other 
improprieties.’   

Click on article 
to view the jpg 

image
from the LA Times 

Archives 
June 14, 1982
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Cops Rape/ Extort Prostitutes- Prostitutes End Up Dead“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Cops Extort Prostitutes- Prostitutes who tell on them end up dead

1982 was a good year 
for dirty cops who 
got away with their 
crimes- but not such 

a great year for 
informant prostitutes- 
in particular, Sandra 

Bowers, who was one 
of the many 

prostitutes who 
engaged in sex 

parties with the cops.  
She was to be a key 

witness in the 
Hollywood Cop 

scandal, but she was 
murdered, her throat 

slit- perhaps as a 
warning to anyone 
else who might be 

thinking of testifying 
against the crooks on 

the LAPD...  It 
worked- none of the 
cops were convicted 
or served any time 
for their crimes. C
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“Prostitution is like rape...”

   www.iswface.org                                  www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com
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On August 8, 2012, the Ohio State Attorney General’s office released a report it had commissioned on domestic sex 
trafficking in that state. Newspapers across the US touted the ‘ground breaking research’ based on interviews with a very 
small number of underage and adult people (328 ) involved in the sex industry. Although other researchers had 
previously stated what prostitutes of all ages and nationalities have told them, this report was based on research 
conducted at the behest  of the state government. 

“In all of Ohio, the most common buyers for victims were law enforcement. Businessmen and drug 
dealers were second and third, respectively.” http://www.citybeat.com/cincinnati/blog-3802-
ohio_ag_releases_disturbing_human_trafficking_report.html

The report, which can be found here: http://images.publicaster.com/ImageLibrary/account622/documents/
2012%20Human%20Trafficking%20Commission%20Research%20and%20Analysis%20Report.pdf  stated “Victims of 
sex trafficking involved through manipulation reported they sold sex to the following buyers: Almost half, 46.5% (20) 
provided sexual services to law enforcement; 37% or 16 were sold to businessmen and to drug dealers; 32.6% (14) 
provided sexual services to lawyers; 30% or 13 to Truckers; 28% or 12 were sold to managers in professional positions 
and to factory workers; 26% or 11 were sold to military men; 23% or 10 to teachers; 21% or 9 were sold to 
Government Employees and professional or semi-professional sports players;18.6% or 8 were sold to City Employees; 
16.3% or 7 were sold to Construction Workers and to politicians; 14% or 6 were sold to postal employees; 9.3% or 4 
were sold to retail workers, social workers and state employees; 7% or 3 were sold to ministers/pastors and 
judges.”    (The total percentage of sex trafficking victims sold to government employees including cops is quite high- if they were even arrested, does anyone think 
those ‘johns’ will be punished as severely as a non government employee customers?)

A prior study by academics writing a book entitled “Super Freakanomics” noted  “Of all the tricks turned by the 
prostitutes he tracked, roughly 3 percent were freebies given to police officers. The data don’t lie: a Chicago street 
prostitute is more likely to have sex with a cop than to be arrested by one.” http://www.freakonomics.com/
2009/11/18/superfreakonomics-book-club-ask-sudhir-venkatesh-about-street-prostitution/
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 TAINTED FORCE: A special report.;  Newark Police Troubles: 
Out of Control at the Top

By DAVID KOCIENIEWSKI and JOHN SULLIVAN
Published: December 23, 1995

In the summer of 1993, 26 Newark police officers were accused of raping, robbing and beating 
prostitutes. Although the victims identified the officers through photo line-ups, city records show that the 
department never followed through on the allegations and has done nothing to discipline the officers.

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/12/23/nyregion/tainted-force-a-special-report-newark-police-troubles-out-of-
control-at-the-top.html?pagewanted=all&src=pm

This happens every day in America and around the world where consenting adult  prostitution is illegal...   the 
more power you give to law enforcement agents to arrest prostitutes or those with whom they work or their 

clients, the more abuse occurs. Why do the cops do it? Because they can. Society has given them carte 
blanche to use whatever means necessary to ‘rescue’ ‘victims’ of  sex trafficking, whether or not the rescued 
party identifies as being a victim. New laws aimed solely at ‘sex trafficking’ only increase this power to rape, 

extort and abuse sex workers. 
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 “I'm a man. I saw a prostitute  and I wanted to have sex...”
Thomas John Sadler, San Diego, California Sheriff’s Deputy, 

upon his conviction in April 2010, explaining why he assaulted and attempted to rape a prostitute.  
He received a two year prison sentence.

http://www.10news.com/news/23147187/detail.html

 “Bitch- I can do anything I   f..king want...”
Thomas John Sadler, San Diego Sheriff’s Deputy

 2008, to the prostitute as he forced her legs apart and touched her vaginal area.
 Sadler had a history of assaulting women in the same way dating back to 2001, 

according to the prosecutor.
Sadler had originally faced five felony charges and was convicted of one... 
the outcome of the case means Sadler wasn’t found to be a sex offender...

http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2010/mar/01/detective-found-guilty-of-assaulting-prostitute/

 “..the crime was offensive but not worthy of the upper prison 
term of three years...”

Judge Michael Smyth, in sentencing Officer Thomas John Sadler to two years in prison,  despite the abusive history of this officer.
http://www.10news.com/news/23147187/detail.html
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If assault and attempted rape of a prostitute BY A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENT is “not worthy” of 
a prison term of three years, why would the non violent,  non abusive,  non coercive activity of those 

who interact with consenting adult prostitutes be worthy of twenty year to LIFE sentences as some so 
called anti- trafficking laws prescribe?
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Prostitutes are not believed when they tell society that they are NOT victims of sex trafficking- 
And they are not believed when they report being victims of rape (in particular, raped by a law enforcement agent).

How can the government expect to get convictions of those it claims exploit prostitutes if we are not believed  
when we ask for help and report those who abuse us? Why are cops who rape NON sex workers given prison time 

but probation if they rape prostitutes?
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2011  San Diego Police Officer Daniel Dana
07/19/2012
SAN DIEGO—”A former San Diego police officer accused of forcing a prostitute to 
have sex has pleaded no contest to a lesser charge.  U-T San Diego says 27-year-old 
Daniel Dana entered  the plea Wednesday to engaging in a lewd act in public.  
He was sentenced to three years probation.”  He is not required to register as a sex offender.

“Dana had faced several felony charges in San Diego Superior Court, including rape under color of authority, assault and battery by 
an officer, and false imprisonment, and could have been sent to prison for more than 17 years if convicted. Those charges were 
dropped with his plea.

Dana originally was charged with felonies including rape under color of authority. Prosecutors claim he threatened to send a 
prostitute he knew to jail in May unless she had sex with him. The woman said she was scared into having sex with him at a park. 
Dana's lawyer argued they had consensual sex.
Prosecutor Annette Irving says a plea deal was struck because of concerns about whether a jury would be able to 
agree that a prostitute had been raped.

 http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2012/jul/19/tp-plea-deal-in-ex-officers-sex-case/

“The prostitute  testified he told her ‘either I give him what he wants or I go to jail.’ The woman said the officer told her to get 
into his patrol car, and he took her to Presidio Park, where they had sex.”
Dana was charged last year (2011) at a time when the Police Department was dealing with a rash of misconduct charges against 
officers.  One officer, Anthony Arevalos, was sentenced to more than eight years in prison after being convicted in November of 
eight felonies and four misdemeanors for molesting women he had stopped for traffic violations.
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By Kim Minugh
kminugh@sacbee.com
Published: Wednesday, Feb. 27, 2013 Page 1B
The former West Sacramento police officer accused of sexually assaulting women while on duty faces 
35 criminal counts, including charges that he used his power as a peace officer to force his victims 
into sex acts, according to an indictment unsealed Tuesday.

Sergio Alvarez, 37, is scheduled to be arraigned on the charges today in Yolo Superior Court. As of 
Tuesday evening, he was being held in lieu of $29.3 million bail.

(2013) Ex-West Sacramento officer due in court today on sexual assault charges

According to West Sacramento police, Alvarez is accused of assaulting six women between the ages
 of 20 and 47 while on duty. The alleged attacks sometimes occurred inside his patrol car.
The indictment, handed up by a grand jury assembled over the weekend to review the case, alleges that the assaults occurred between Oct. 1, 2011, and Sept. 
23, 2012. It also notes that two of the victims were assaulted on more than one occasion.

The indictment says little about the circumstances of the cases, but the charges themselves are clear. They include rape, sodomy, forced oral 
copulation and kidnapping – referring to Alvarez's alleged decision to move some of the victims to another location.

Several of the Penal Code sections include language that the alleged assaults were committed "by threatening to use the 
authority of a public official to incarcerate, arrest or deport the victim or another."

Lt. Tod Sockman, a spokesman for West Sacramento police, said he could not discuss how the victims were contacted or how the alleged assaults came 
about. However, he noted that the women had similar accounts and that the cases generally followed a pattern.

Sockman also declined to say whether some of the women — who police said "frequented the West Capitol Avenue" area – were prostitutes. In a news 
release issued Monday, police Chief Dan Drummond described the victims as "vulnerable."

Read more here: http://www.sacbee.com/2013/02/27/5220396/ex-west-sacramento-officer-due.html#storylink=cpy
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A cop who rapes a prostitute does not have to register as a sex offender, but our non violent, non abusive clients, 
employers and others with whom we work are considered “SEX TRAFFICKERS” under new human trafficking laws   
and they must register as sex offenders even if they were our drivers or our family members or our boyfriends etc...
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2007 Albuquerque Police Officer David Maes
“ALBUQUERQUE (KRQE) - A former Albuquerque police officer plead
no-contest to rape and  false-imprisonment charges on Friday and 
was sentenced to probation...

District Court Judge Pat Murdoch said it would be a harsh sentence for 
an ex-cop. “The impact and the punishment that he would receive in 
prison would be more than anybody else  going to prison for the same 
allegations,” Murdoch said. 

Under the terms of the deal, the judge could have given him 4 1/2 years in prison...
The defense said Cordova was a known prostitute before and after the rape accusations were made and Maes was in a police uniform.  “In 
the end Mr. Maes acknowledges it's not appropriate for a police officer to have sex with somebody in their custody,” defense attorney 
Joseph Riggs said.

Riggs said the former officer’s plea does not mean he admits his guilt. He said Maes just wants to move on with his life. “He doesn't admit 
that he raped her," Riggs said.  "He admits that he had sex with her."

As part of the plea deal Maes does not have to register as a sex offender, and once he completes his probation the conviction 
will be wiped off his record.”

http://www.krqe.com/dpp/news/crime/Ex-cop-pleads-no-contest-in-rape-case
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2012 Former cop accused of robbing, assaulting prostitute
June 4, 2012 “POTTSTOWN (PA) — A former area police officer has been charged with felony robbery and aggravated assault after allegedly 
beating up a prostitute he paid $20 to in exchange for sex. 

According to court records and a police report, Brian L. Mabry, 46, of 2502 Romig Road, New Hanover, allegedly assaulted the woman when she 
wouldn’t let him put his hands down her pants.
Pottstown police were dispatched to the 300 block of Circle of Progress around 4:30 p.m. May 22 for a report of a woman who had been assaulted. 

When officers arrived, they found the victim topless and complaining of pain to her left arm. The woman told police she had been assaulted by a man 
who paid her to perform oral sex on him, police detailed in a report.

The victim told police a man, later identified as Mabry, was “looking for a good time” when he picked her up in his truck from a parking lot in the 
area of North Charlotte and Chestnut streets, according to the police report. The woman admitted to police she was working as a prostitute and 
believed Mabry wanted to have sex with her. The woman said she agreed to perform oral sex on Mabry in exchange for $20 and Mabry drove the 
woman to a less populated area on Circle of Progress.

The woman told police Mabry appeared to be drunk and was acting strange during their drive. When they arrived at Circle of Progress, Mabry put a 
$20 bill on the dashboard of his truck, the victim put the money in her pocket, according to the police report. As she began to perform oral sex on 
Mabry he tried to put his hands down the back of her pants, but she stopped him. The victim told Mabry “that wasn’t part of the deal,” and he got 
mad and began cursing and yelling and then got out of the truck and went to the passenger side where he pulled the victim from the truck.

The victim told police Mabry “threw her to the ground and placed her in a headlock,” police indicated in the report. The victim said Mabry kept 
repeating “You don’t know who you’re (expletive) with,” and the victim said she thought Mabry was going to kill her. The victim said Mabry took 
the $20 from her pocket as well as the cell phone battery from her phone and let her go. The victim told police Mabry threw her cell phone battery 
into the woods nearby and then got into his truck...

A search of court records Sunday indicated Mabry had not been arrested, although charges against him were filed by Pottstown Police 
on May 30. Mabry is charged with first-, second- and third-degree felony robbery, first-degree felony aggravated assault, misdemeanor 
counts of recklessly endangering another person, simple assault, promoting prostitution, patronizing prostitutes, theft by unlawful taking 
and receiving stolen property...”

http://www.timesherald.com/article/20120604/NEWS01/120609859/-1/news/size=2%20style=
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2011 Former police officer Anthony Rollins guilty of sexual assaults
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....continued next page

Anchorage Alaska Officer Anthony Rollins- 
Raped multiple prostitutes over many years-  
(2012) Convicted and sentenced to 87 years

Feb 23, 2011 “Former Anchorage police officer Anthony Rollins left court in handcuffs following
 his conviction Tuesday for four rapes while in uniform and on duty in 2008 and 2009...

A state Superior Court jury also found Rolllins, a 13-year decorated police officer, guilty on multiple 
counts of second-degree sexual assault, including assault on a fifth victim, criminal use of a computer 
and official misconduct.

Six women testified Rollins forced them into sex acts or touched them sexually against their will. 
And while convicting Rollins on 18 counts, the jurors acquitted him of second-degree sexual assault 
and official misconduct involving an alleged victim from 2006.

Rollins, 43, had pleaded not guilty to all 20 counts... 

Four of the women Rollins is convicted of raping were in their late teens or early 20s... In her closing argument, prosecutor 
Marshall said Rollins used his position as a police officer for  sex, calling him arrogant and overconfident... Rollins used 
"soft, subtle power abuse, situational force," Marshall said.

http://www.adn.com/2011/02/22/1716567/ex-officer-rollins-guilty-of-most.html

March 23, 2012 “In February an Anchorage jury agreed, and found Rollins guilty of sexually assaulting five of six women 
and abusing police power by using APSIN – the Alaska Public Safety Information Network – to stalk his victims...

More than a year later, his victims are locked in a battle with the municipality as they try to get answers as to why Rollins 
wasn't pulled off the streets sooner.  And now an attorney for some of Rollins' victims said the police officer had raped 
many, many other women. And she said APD knew about the attacks and did nothing...

"I should have said, 'no.' I should have told him to stop. Like, I don't know. I really didn't  feel like I could do 
anything,” one victim said on February 1, 2011.   “Why did you feel like you couldn't do anything?” the district attorney 
asked. “Because he has so much power and he could, like, cause problems for me, I guess,” the victim said, crying.
On February 2, 2011, another victim testified, crying, “He unzipped his pants and he took his thing out, he grabbed my 
hand, he took my hand and put it on himself.

Schleuss (the DA)  said they aren't the only women to share the nightmare. “There were many more, many more,” 
she said.   “I can’t tell you how many there are – 20, 30,” Schleuss said. “I can't finish reading them all so I can't tell 
you… because how many transcripts of women who were raped can I read at one time?”’

http://www.ktva.com/internal?st=print&id=143995516&path=/home/outbound-xml-feeds
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2012:  ANCHORAGE - “With convicted serial rapist and former Anchorage Police officer Anthony Rollins 
waiting to find out how much time he will spend in prison, new details on his behavior and how it was dealt 
with raise the question of whether sex on the job is part of the department's culture.

This all comes from summaries that an attorney for five of Rollins’ victims acquired as part of a lawsuit 
against the city, which say he was kept on the job even though APD knew he was having sex on duty.

If you read the partial reports or even listened to the Rollins trial, you have to decide for yourself if what 
Rollins was doing was being ignored. With a bold claim that other officers were having sex on the job just 
like him, for the former officer – convicted of serial rape in February of 2011 – it turns out sexual 
misconduct was happening long before he was caught.”

http://www.ktva.com/home/outbound-xml-feeds/Was-Sex-on-the-Job-Acceptable-at-the-Anchorage-Police-
Department-141771673.html

April 13, 2012: An Anchorage Superior Court judge on Friday sentenced disgraced police officer and 
convicted serial rapist Anthony Rollins to serve 87 years in prison.

Judge Philip Volland handed down the sentence around 6:20 p.m. at the end of an all-day hearing. Known for 
being outwardly thoughtful in his decisions, Volland said the trial left an impression on him. He called 
Rollins "a rapist in blue with a badge."

In court documents, the municipality states it “did not have a legal duty to 
protect” the women from Rollins, a rapist law enforcement officer. 

Yet prostitution abolitionists want to ‘protect’ women who have NOT asked 
for help from their non violent, non abusive clients, employers and family 

members...

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Ex-officer guilty of sex assaults
Feb. 4, 2007    by John Diedrich of the Journal Sentinel

A fired Milwaukee police officer who once wielded considerable political power was convicted Saturday of sexually assaulting two 
women he met on duty.

Steven Lelinski, 42, was handcuffed and taken into custody by order of Circuit Judge Jeffrey Wagner. Lelinski had been free since 
he was first charged a year ago.

Assistant District Attorney Miriam Falk, who portrayed Lelinski as a sexual predator in a police uniform, said the verdict shows 
that anyone with power, including police officers, must be held accountable.

"If there is a message, it is that the authority people have shouldn't be abused," Falk said. "(Police officers) have taken this oath to 
protect and serve and when that's abused, that undermines public confidence in the whole system."

The jury of eight women and four men deliberated more than 10 hours before announcing a mixed verdict, which found Lelinski 
guilty on the two most serious charges.

Lelinski was convicted of second-degree sexual assault and attempted second-degree sexual assault, both felonies, and fourth-

....continued next page

Steven Lelinski, Milwaukee cop 
Pillar of the Community 

Convicted rapist
-degree sexual assault and lewd and lascivious behavior, both misdemeanors. He was acquitted on two counts of third-degree sexual assault.

Lelinski, a 16-year veteran of the force, was fired in August, but he continued to be paid under a state law unique to Milwaukee police.                                                        
As a convicted felon, he will "vacate" his position as a police officer at sentencing, thus ending his pay.

Lurid trial
During the often lurid five-day trial, Falk said Lelinski used his police powers to pursue his victims and ultimately assault them. That pattern, Falk 
argued, stretched back at least 10 years.
Lelinski targeted prostitutes, drug addicts, strippers and women with warrants on the assumption that his credibility would protect him 
from their accusations, she said.

It worked for years as case after case was investigated by police internal affairs but rejected by prosecutors in the office 
where Falk works. Lelinski also avoided punishment by the department and continued in his position, which included 
training rookie officers.
The first case Falk was involved in was an October 2005 assault. The victim said Lelinski met her on a routine call and then pursued her, ultimately coming to her home 
one morning and assaulting her in front of her 18-month-old daughter. Lelinski threw a $20 bill at her as he left and said she could expect to be arrested on a warrant, she 
said.

After that case was charged, the district attorney's office dusted off a 2002 case it had earlier rejected. In that one, a woman said Lelinski, while in uniform and armed, 
assaulted her in her home, also leaving a $20 bill. That woman performed a sex act on Lelinski, she said, because she felt threatened.

The third case involved a woman who said in January 2005, Lelinski took her into a room during a police call and pulled up her shirt, exposing her and making sexual 
comments and then slapping her on the buttocks. Her allegation surfaced after Lelinski was charged.

The jury convicted Lelinski on the two crimes from 2005 and acquitted him of the 2002 incident.

Cops Rape Prostitutes
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Pillar of the community, devoted husband, father of 6 and religious man, 
convicted rapist of prostitutes and other vulnerable women,  Police Officer Steven Lelinski

TMJ October 2007
MILWAUKEE -A fired Milwaukee police officer convicted of sexually assaulting two women he met on duty will spend 21 years and 9 months behind bars.

Steven Lelinski, 42, was convicted earlier this year for the crimes. He's remained behind bars since then. On Thursday, he came out of the jail cell deputy escorts. He was wearing 
an orange jail jumpsuit and shackles. The courtroom was filled with family and friends, including his wife, the mother of their six children, who vowed to stand by his side.

Prosecutors described Lelinski as a man who lived two lives - one a devoted husband, father and a religious man, the other a police officer who used his authority to 
manipulate and exploit vulnerable women.

If it weren’t for that pesky, insignificant conviction for rape of prostitutes, isn’t he the ideal cop to put in charge of 
‘protecting’ the poor prostitutes from  being raped by their non violent, non abusive clients, employers and associates?

Officer accused of assaults wrote thesis on abuse
By John Diedrich and John Diedrich of the Journal Sentinel  Oct. 4, 2006
Steven Lelinski, a fired Milwaukee police officer accused of sexually assaulting nine women, several in their homes, interviewed domestic abuse victims                       
in their homes for a master's thesis on why they stay in abusive relationships...

Lelinski, 42, is charged with sexually assaulting three women - one of them during the time he would have been working on the master's thesis -                                       
and, in court documents, also is accused of assaulting six other women whose cases are too old to prosecute. Prosecutors allege Lelinski used his                              
position as an officer to aid him in meeting and assaulting the women and blunting some of their efforts to complain to authorities...

Lelinski's 90-page thesis for Springfield College, which has a satellite office in Milwaukee, was titled, "Domestic Violence Re-Victimization: Rationalizations 
Utilized by Milwaukee Domestic Violence Victims for Remaining in Their Relationships." It was completed in December 2002 and a copy was obtained by the 
Journal Sentinel. One of the sexual assaults for which Lelinski is charged took place in July 2002, according to the complaint.

Officer tracked down names

Lelinski, who joined the department in 1990, sought the names of every person who filed a domestic abuse complaint in Milwaukee in May 2002. He first tried to get the 
names from Sojourner Truth House, a shelter for domestic abuse victims. Lelinski wrote in the thesis that he didn't get the names from Sojourner and officials there 
confirmed that, adding they never release names of the people they serve.

Using records from the district attorney's office and Police Department, Lelinski found 264 victims' names, according to the thesis. It appears he got those names using 
information available under state law.

Damn those whores! Who do they think they are, ruining this devoted family man’s
 career in law enforcement over a little thing like rape?

The Journal Sentinel: June 12, 2012:  The records showed Lelinski had 27 complaints filed against him during his 16-year career. The Journal Sentinel's investigation revealed that 
Lelinski's complaint total was three times more than the average number of complaints against other officers with similar tenure.

Lelinski had been accused of sexually assaulting nine women over a decade but was never charged. Records showed police had presented at least five of the cases to prosecutors, 
who declined to issue charges, saying the accusers were not credible.

The Journal Sentinel found that the records revealed a pattern of a police officer using his authority to repeatedly sexually assault vulnerable women he encountered while on duty. 
He targeted women with records whose word would be unlikely to hold up against the word of a police officer in court.

Not credible because they were prostitutes?

....continued from previous  page

Steven Lelinski
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Roger Magana and Portland Oregon Cops- Out of Control  

Whitewash
Victims' attorneys blast city report on officer sex scandal
Eugene Weekly : 3.29.07
BY ALAN PITTMAN

When Roger Magaña worked at the Eugene Police Department (EPD), women complained over and over that he was using his 
badge to force sex, but Eugene police did nothing. After Magaña was finally caught after six years and sent to prison for abusing a 
dozen women, substantial evidence emerged that other police officers had failed in the investigation, supervision and hiring of the 
criminal. But the police again did nothing.

....continued next page

What the police and city did do is select a former cop who wrote a report that agreed with their inaction. That consultant, former McMinnville Police Chief Rod 
Brown, released a report last week that city officials claimed should restore lost citizen confidence in the EPD.

City Manager Dennis Taylor praised the "incredibly objective" report, which largely concurred with the city position that no other officers should be investigated, 
disciplined or reprimanded for their handling of the Magaña complaints. The city paid $5 million to settle lawsuits by the victims of Magaña and Juan Lara, another 
officer convicted of a lesser sex crime spree. "I just hope this will close the chapter," Taylor said of the Brown report.

But Michelle Burrows, the Portland attorney for one of Magaña's most frequent victims, called the Brown report a "whitewash." Burrows emailed that the retired 
police chief's report "itself manifests why society should not let the police review their own conduct." She continued:

The analysis by the report writer just repeats all the justifications and excuses proffered by the Eugene Police Department as 
to how the abuse was allowed to spread to 35 women over six years. It isn't just the benefit of hindsight that allows us to see 
this. The law enforcement community who worked with Magaña and Lara are trained to detect criminal activity, especially 
sexual misconduct. The officers who knew parts of the entire puzzle are as important a part of how the extensive abuse 
continued as Magaña or Lara, and in some respects their willful disregard of what was obvious is just as bad as what Lara 
and Magaña did. We trusted them to do the right thing and even now with this inane report, they still refuse to take 
responsibility for their own actions.

Elden Rosenthal, a prominent Portland civil rights attorney, represented two of Magaña's other victims. "I disagree strongly with the conclusions of the report," he said.

"This is the reason that you don't have the police investigate the police," Rosenthal said. "This is the reason you need to have independent review."

"The people of the city of Eugene should not countenance police not reporting the misconduct of their fellow officers," Rosenthal said. "Unless the culture of the 
Eugene Police Department changes, there will be other incidents of misconduct in the future."

Eugene Police Officer Roger Magaña 
Convicted Rapist
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Trial Begins For Perverted Eugene Cop Roger Magana: Media is Shut Out

Police even get special treatment after they have been charged with sex crimes.
Eugene - 

Jurors are settling in for a long trial in the case against former Eugene Police Officer Roger Magana. Prosecutor Bob Lane started this morning by displaying a 
blown up image of a Eugene police officer badge. 

He told jurors "The power that comes with that badge is what this case is all about." 

He then outlined some of the testimony jurors can expect to hear from alleged victims in the weeks to come. 
Defense attorney Russell Barnett kept his opening statement short, focusing on the Eugene Police Departments's high-tech ability to keep tabs on it's officers. 

"He's either the slickest guy working with the dumbest people or perhaps the accusations don't add up." 

The six man, six woman jury and four alternates began hearing testimony from alleged victims this afternoon. 
They will hear from as many as 80 defense witnesses throughout the trial including from people with authority who had heard before about Magana's alleged 
abuse but took no action. 

Prosecutor Lane describes several of the alleged victims as having drug and mental health problems and others who are very different. 
He says they all were carefully chosen as easy targets for intimidation and abuse. 

Magana faces 52 charges ranging from official misconduct to rape.The trial continues Tuesday. 

The prosecution started by outlining the allegations against former officer Roger Magana from ten different women. Deputy D.A. Bob Lane grouped the 
alleged victims into two categories. One, women known to police, through prior arrests or calls, for things like drug or alcohol offenses, prostitution or 
domestic abuse. The other women, according to Lane, fall into the category of being in "the wrong place at the wrong time." This includes a sub-
category for a teenager who went on several ride alongs with the former officer. 

The prosecution's key evidence includes Magana's business cards, which Lane says were given to many of the women after the alleged attacks. Also, 
Magana's cell phone bills, which were sent to a P.O. Box, and paid for in cash. Lane says, this was done to hide from Magana's wife, the quote 
"thousands of calls" going to other women.  Lane also points to Magana's police notebook, which contains some of the alleged victims names and phone 
numbers. And, a woman's sweat pants, stained with semen, that the prosecution claims, can be linked to Magana. 

The defense attacked the credibility of the alleged victims. Attorney Russell Barnett says, the women have a "MOB" mentality. He says, they have a "Motive": 
money (many are suing the city). They have an "Opportunity": an accused officer. And he claims, they have a "Bias": many had run-ins with the law before, and 
don't like the police department. 

Barnett also argued, how could Magana hide these acts from the department, he was even promoted to training officer during this time. Barnett said, "He's 
either the slickest guy working with the dumbest people, or perhaps the allegations don't add up." 

The prosecution also called its first witness this afternoon. Testimony will continue next week. It could take as long as six weeks before the defense has a chance 
to present its witnesses.

Convicted of rape, kidnapping and other crimes, Magaña was sentenced in 2004 to a prison term of 94 years. 
http://www.philly.com/philly/news/special_packages/inquirer/

Two_officers_left_an_Oregon_city_reeling.html#QqztkmgWJ5IdoKkE.99

Cop rapist Roger Magana continued
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Rapist Philadelphia Police Officer James Fallon
 and  his partner Timothy Carre-

 extorting prostitutes with a badge

Extorting sex with a badge

Philadelphia isn't unusual. Hundreds of police officers across the country have turned from protectors to predators, using the power of their badge to extort sex, an 
Inquirer review shows. Many of those cases fit a chilling pattern: Once abusers cross the line, they attack again and again before they are caught. Often, departments 
miss warning signs about the behavior. 

Most police departments do little to identify the offenders, and even less to stop them. Unlike other types of police misconduct, the abuse of police power to coerce sex is 
little addressed in training, and rarely tracked by police disciplinary systems. This official neglect makes it easier for predators to escape punishment and find new 
victims. Lawyers for Philadelphia's 7,000-member department say in court papers that sexual-misconduct complaints are "extremely rare" and that commanders move 
swiftly to discipline offenders.
 
Though the number of abusive officers in any one department is usually small, the damage they leave behind is often devastating - to their victims, to taxpayers and to 
the reputations of their colleagues. The Inquirer found nearly 400 reports of police sexual misconduct across the country in the last five years, including dozens in the 
Philadelphia region: In Baltimore last month, a detective was suspended after a 16-year-old girl picked up for prostitution said he assaulted her at a police station. 

Three other Baltimore officers allegedly raped a woman in a station house in December, and are facing criminal charges. 

August 2006
Nancy Phillips and Craig R. McCoy, Inquirer Staff Writers
http://www.philly.com/philly/news/special_packages/inquirer/Extorting_sex_with_a_badge.html#SLfVss1TfR4jHJuM.99
Philadelphia Police Officer James Fallon spent many midnight shifts on patrol - not for crime, but for sex. His 
partner, Timothy Carre, says he tried to warn their bosses, but nobody paid attention - not until the night Fallon and 
Carre stopped a stripper getting off her shift, forced her into their patrol car and, she says, took turns raping her in 
the darkness near I-95. 

The officers are now off the force, convicted of sex crimes, but the city is still confronting the consequences of that 
2002 attack. Investigators found a string of other women who say they were victimized by the pair, and a 
lawsuit filed by the dancer recently brought to light dozens of other accusations of sexual misconduct 
involving Philadelphia police from 1992 to 2002. 

The department dismissed most as groundless, or unprovable. In another, still-open case obtained by The 
Inquirer, the department allowed an investigation into a complaint of a forced sexual display in a police 
lockup to languish for years. No one has been disciplined.

How many rapist cops who get probation for raping prostitutes are too many?

READ MORE ABOUT THESE TWO RAPIST COPS WHO DID NOT GO TO PRISON  HERE:
“Their guilty pleas ensure that they will not get their jobs back, and they hold the officers accountable for their actions. 

This begins the healing process for the victim.” 
Each officer was immediately sentenced to four years reporting probation. They will be evaluated by the probation 

department and will be required to comply with the recommendations of the probation department. 

Cops Rape Prostitutes
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Ex-officer sentenced to year in jail: Forced prostitute to perform sex
March 14, 2007 “In an emotional appeal to a federal judge yesterday, former Boston police officer Michael LoPriore said he was "not a bad person" 
and was depressed over his divorce and bankruptcy when he flashed his badge and forced a prostitute to perform sex on him three years ago.

"I wasn't thinking clearly," said LoPriore, 37, of Everett, urging the judge to place him on probation. "I hope you can give me a chance to lead a 
good life, like a normal human being, and just move forward."

But US District Judge Douglas P. Woodlock sentenced LoPriore to a year in prison, saying he had violated the victim's rights and broken the 
public's trust by using his position as a police officer to commit a serious crime. He also ordered LoPriore to pay a $2,000 fine. The 
former officer was ordered to report to prison April 20.

"When the government becomes the lawbreaker, we are all at risk," said Woodlock, calling the prosecution's recommendation that LoPriore spend a 
year behind bars both fair and just punishment.

The 12-year veteran of the Boston Police Department pleaded guilty in December to a federal misdemeanor charge of depriving the victim 
of her civil rights. As part of a plea agreement, he resigned from the force and agreed never to seek another job as a police 
officer in Massachusetts. [but what about other states? he could become an officer there, and do this to 
more prostitutes]

Prosecutors said LoPriore spotted the 19-year-old prostitute with a customer in Boston in September 2004 while he was off duty, flashed his badge, 
and ordered her to get into his car. After driving the woman to Quincy, LoPriore forced her to perform sex on him or face arrest and then drove 
her back to Boston.

The teenager, fearing that no one would believe her, took LoPriore's badge during the encounter and brought it to a lawyer, who contacted the FBI, 
according to the lawyer, John Swomley. The FBI secretly recorded telephone calls between the woman and LoPriore, who negotiated to try to get 
his badge back.

Assistant US Attorney George Vien said the government believed that prison time was necessary for LoPriore, both to punish him and to deter other 
officers from doing the same thing...”
http://www.boston.com/news/local/articles/2007/03/14/ex_officer_sentenced_to_year_in_jail/
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If it is a ‘serious crime’ to rape prostitutes, why did  this convicted rapist receive only a one year sentence?
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1994

http://articles.latimes.com/1995-01-18/local/me-21375_1_long-beach

LONG BEACH : Officer Gets Probation in Sexual 
Battery Case
Metropolitan Digest / LOS ANGELES COUNTY NEWS IN BRIEF 
January 18, 1995

A Long Beach police officer who admitted forcing a prostitute to have sex 
with him in his patrol car was sentenced Tuesday to five years of probation.

In addition, Superior Court Judge Michael Tynan ordered Bryon Ellsberry to perform 
1,500 hours of community service on a Caltrans work crew and to pay a $1,000 fine.

Prosecutors had asked Tynan to sentence Ellsberry to the maximum term of four years 
in prison. Ellsberry, who turned 30 on Tuesday, pleaded guilty on Dec. 16 to a charge of 
sexual battery.

At a preliminary hearing last spring, a self-described prostitute testified that Ellsberry 
picked her up on a Long Beach street corner and threatened to arrest her if she didn't 
"barter" with him.

The woman said she interpreted the uniformed officer's statement to mean that she 
must perform sexual acts or she would go to jail.

The officer was caught in an undercover operation after the March 1 incident. Internal 
affairs officers set up a "sting," wiring the woman with an electronic device. Ellsberry 
again threatened her if she did not comply with his sexual demands and he 
was arrested, according to testimony.
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June 28, 2010 “A former Beaverton police officer was not arrested for more than a month after authorities 
learned he had abused his power of authority and solicited sex while on duty. 

Washington County detectives interviewed Joshua Michael Jensen, 25, of Canby, May 21 following a woman's 
report that Jensen had met her through an online ad for escort services and coerced her to perform sexual acts 
while he was on duty. Jensen resigned on May 28. 

Jensen was arraigned on and pleaded guilty Monday to two counts of prostitution, two counts of official misconduct and one count of coercion. 

Judge Thomas Kohl sentenced Jensen in the same hearing to 30 months in prison, two years of post-
prison supervision, counseling and a 12-step program for sexual addiction. 

Authorities did not consider Jensen a threat to the community for the month that he was not in custody 
because he was immediately placed on administrative leave without his uniform, badge and gun, said Beaverton Police Chief Geoff Spalding.  

"This was making calls to escort services," Spalding said. "There was no concern ... about the officer making stops on unsuspecting women. It's 
different...”

http://www.oregonlive.com/beaverton/index.ssf/2010/06/beaverton_police_officer_admits_soliciting_prostitutes_while_on_duty.html

 This rapist cop is not required to register as a sex offender at all, much less for life...  If a rapist cop is 
“not a threat” to the community, why are the non violent, non coercive, non abusive clients, employers 

and others with whom consenting adults interact facing sentences of 20 years to life in prison when 
RAPIST COPS are given slaps on the wrist????

Beaverton Police Officer Admits to Coercing 
Prostitute for Sex While On Duty
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2011 Albuquerque Judge Albert S. Pat Murdoch
Arrested In Rape Of Prostitute  

“Judge Albert "Pat" Murdoch was arrested on Tuesday for charges of criminal sexual penetration and intimidation of 
a witness. Murdoch presides over the criminal division for the 2nd Judicial Circuit Court and is a well known and 
respected judge who has been serving for 26 years.”

In 2010, Judge Murdoch sentenced Albuquerque Police Officer David Maes to 
probation after Officer Maes was convicted of raping a prostitute. The judge 
felt that sentencing a police officer to prison was too harsh a punishment., 
Besides the victim was ONLY a prostitute... no big deal! 

As of 2012, the rape charges against Murdoch were dropped and the case is on hold
until the DA decides what to do with him. The Judge's prostitute spent time in jail
after she filed charges against the judge. Once again, the victim was only a prostitute,
so she should expect to be treated like a whore, right?

“One of his most high-profile cases was the 2010 Desert Divas case, regarding a prostitution ring. He ultimately 
suppressed the prostitution ring's client list.         [Perhaps because his name was on the list??????]

Murdoch has also made rulings in numerous prostitution and rape cases and Albuquerque Police 
Department Commander Doug West said there is a "good possibility" that the judge's arrest "has the potential to put all 
the cases in jeopardy." “

http://abcnews.go.com/US/mexico-judge-pat-murdoch-charged-raping-prostitute/story?
id=14126953#.UEI07hzrOR0
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(2009) Judge Michael Hecht guilty of harassment, paying for sex
A jury has found a Pierce County Superior Court judge guilty of felony harassment and patronizing a prostitute, a conviction that he called "absolutely a setup."
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And his sentence?

A jury has found a Pierce County Superior Court judge guilty of felony harassment 
and patronizing a prostitute, a conviction that he called "absolutely a setup."

Judge Michael Hecht had been accused of paying one man for sex and threatening 
to kill another man who talked about having sex with him...

Assistant Attorney General John Hillman contended that Hecht bought sex from one 
young man on multiple occasions in 2008 and 2009 and threatened to kill another 
who last summer was telling people about his alleged previous sexual relationship 
with Hecht...

Former Pierce County Superior Court Judge Michael Hecht, convicted last month of felony harassment and 
patronizing a prostitute, was sentenced this afternoon to 240 hours of community service and “John School.”

The sentence handed down by King County Superior Court Judge James Cayce did not include any jail time.

Before being sentenced, Hecht told Judge Cayce that he had suffered greatly as a result of the allegations against 
him and his conviction. Hecht said he lost his job, and that his reputation had been tarnished.
“I’m a broken man,” Hecht said...

Assistant state attorney general John Hillman argued today that Hecht should serve 90 days in jail for his crimes. 
Hecht has taken no responsibility for his actions nor shown any remorse, Hillman said.

Hecht’s attorney, Wayne Fricke, told Cayce that the former judge has suffered enough with the loss of his job and 
his reputation. Jail time would serve no purpose, Fricke said.

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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October 11, 1988
Click on image to view 
original article in the 

LA Times 

What happened to the judges? Why, they retired 
(resign), of course...”The Orange County district 

attorney and the Newport Beach Police Department 
conducted earlier investigations into allegations against 

Carter and Schmidt. No criminal charges resulted. 
Sources said the police and district attorney were 

unable to persuade witnesses to testify against Carter 
and Schmidt in court.

Court documents that were recently unsealed revealed 
that a 24-year-old woman told Fullerton police after her 
arrest on suspicion of prostitution in 1984 that she had 
had sexual relations with Carter as payment for a debt. 

The debt, she said, had been incurred when Schmidt 
helped her get her driver's license reinstated, according 

to court documents.”

http://articles.latimes.com/1988-10-14/news/
mn-4077_1_formal-hearing

State Judicial Panel Drops Case Against 
OC Judge

January 17, 1989|JERRY HICKS and JIM 
CARLTON | Times Staff Writers

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Nov. 15, 1984

http://news.google.com/newspapers?
nid=2245&dat=19841115&id=GpwzAAAAIBAJ&sjid=zDIHAAAAIBAJ&pg=6278,1610173

The judge was NOT arrested, he was able to 
continue working as a judge, in his regular 

courtroom. He was told to stay away from two 
downtown areas where prostitutes congregate, not 
to pick up hitchhikers and not to rent a motel room 

under a false name....

He was ‘cited and released’ on his promise to 
appear at his arraignment.

He did this for laughs...

Meanwhile Kasandra Daniels WAS arrested, she 
was taken to jail and had to post a $2,000 bail.

Sounds like the judge had a really good time...         
at her expense...

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Perhaps ‘recruiting informants’ was what Runnemede NJ Police 
Chief James Leason had in mind during his 

105 visits to the brothel... 
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2004 Chief arrested at alleged brothel Runnemede's (NJ) police chief ...
caught in a prostitution sting in Maple Shade
“The longtime chief of the Runnemede Police Department was among those caught in a prostitution sting... at a Maple Shade brothel, police 
said.  James Martin Leason, 56, was arrested... as he left an apartment at the Arbors Apartments  on South Lenola Road...  Also arrested... 
were the brothel's madam, two prostitutes and two others. Leason was charged with misconduct in office and promoting prostitution. 
The officers who arrested Chief Leason said the chief was a repeat customer -- 105 times to be exact... most of the  attention to 
this case was focused on Chief Leason who has been the police chief in Runnemede since 1987. Chief Leason, who was charged with 
misconduct in office and promoting prostitution, was suspended without pay after posting $5,000 and being released on his own 
recognizance. 

''The mayor and Council are shocked and deeply disappointed by Chief Leason's arrest,'' the Runnemede solicitor, Michael P. Albana, said in 
a written statement. 'However, the safety of the residents will not be affected by this incident.' Combined, the charges carry a maximum 
of 15 years in prison and $165,000 in fines.” 

How many years had the chief been involved with the madam and her prostitutes? Had he been helping her avoid detection all those years?

What was the outcome? “Leason agreed to pay the maximum $15,000 fine as well as $3,500 in restitution to Runnemede as part of a 
plea agreement with the Burlington County Prosecutor's Office. In return, a second charge of promoting prostitution was dropped... 
After his arrest at the brothel, Leason was suspended, and then he retired (with pay) with 31 years of law enforcement service.”

http://articles.philly.com/2004-06-09/news/25369685_1_police-raid-brothel-arrest

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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2005 Retired N.J. Police Chief Admits Promoting Prostitution
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May 25, 2005  “MORRISTOWN, N.J. -- A retired Chatham police chief admitted trying to enlist a
prostitute's help in opening a brothel, but was spared jail time under a plea deal with
 prosecutors.

Thomas Ramsey, 55, of Mansfield, admitted Tuesday in state Superior Court that he proposed running a 
brothel and using a massage parlor as a front while speaking to a prostitute in a Mount Olive motel last year.

During the conversation, Ramsey acknowledged, he encouraged the woman to continue working as a prostitute. 
The plan would have included a third person, and Ramsey would have used his law enforcement knowledge and 
connections to protect the brothel, he said.

Ramsey was a police chief for seven years, retiring in 1998.

He had faced up to five years in prison and more than $15,000 in fines for promoting prostitution. Under the plea deal, he faces 
up to five years on probation when he is sentenced July 1.

His attorney, Peter Gilbreth, said Ramsey is currently unemployed "and he wants to get this chapter of his life over with."

Morris County Prosecutor Michael M. Rubbinaccio said he was satisfied with the plea.

"It is a shame he tarnished his long law enforcement career," Rubbinaccio said.

Ramsey, who is married and has three children, most recently ran Morris County's youth detention center in 2003. He stepped down 
from that post during an investigation of payroll issues at the facility.”

WNBC Television ^ | 5/25/2005 | (Link is no longer active except through their archival files)

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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accused in scheme to use drug forfeiture money to  buy more drugs, prostitutes

“Wayne County (MI) Prosecutor Kym Worthy announced... that her office has filed charges against former 
Romulus Police Chief Michael St. Andre, his wife Sandra Vlaz-St. Andre, and five Romulus detectives 
(Det. Sargent Richard Balzer, Det. Richard Landy, Det. Donald Hopkins,  Det. Jeremy Channells and Det. Larry 
Droege) for misconduct, corruption, embezzlement,  and witness intimidation.”
http://www.mlive.com/news/detroit/index.ssf/2011/09/wayne_county_prosecutor_kym_wo_7.html

Michigan Cops Used Asset Forfeiture Funds to Buy Drugs, Prostitutes, and a Tanning Salon
Mike Riggs|Oct. 15, 2012 10:02 am

Former Romulus Police Chief Michael St. Andre, his wife, and five Romulus detectives pled not guilty last week to using 
asset forfeiture funds aquired during narcotics and prostitution investigations to buy...narcotics and prostitutes.

The Detroit Free Press reported in late September that: [Chief Michael] St. Andre directed a probe of liquor license 
violations, prostitution and narcotics trafficking at the Landing Strip Bar in Romulus and Subi's Place in Southgate, but 
during the investigation, officers embezzled drug forfeiture money, solicited prostitutes and made false police reports.

The officers are accused of spending $40,000 in forfeiture funds in one year on prostitutes, marijuana and alcohol, 
prosecutors said.

According to prosecutors, St. Andre also used $75,000 from drug forfeiture funds to buy a tanning salon in Westland for his 
wife.

Sandra St. Andre is accused of knowingly receiving and concealing stolen property.

According to the Wayne County Circuit Court website, the St. Andres, as well as detectives Richard Balzer, Richard 
Landry, Donald Hopkins, Jeremy Channells, and Larry Droege, all entered not-guilty pleas last week in the year-old case, 
and are free on bond.
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2011 Corruption charges: Former Romulus Police Chief

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Probe finds Treasury officials solicited hookers, took gifts: report
July 16, 2012 “WASHINGTON — It may as well be the GSA or the Secret Service.
This time officials at the Treasury Department officials have been cited for soliciting prostitutes, breaking conflict-of-
interest rules and taking gifts from corporate executives, according to a new report.

The revelations were detailed in a document posted earlier this month on governmentattic.org, which publishes agency responses to Freedom 
of Information Act requests, The Hill newspaper reported today.

Investigators at the Treasury's Office of Inspector General uncovered that employees had engaged in unethical conduct dating back to 
2009....    No officials were made public because their names were redacted from the documents.

In 2010, an employee “misused” government computers to solicit hookers on three separate occasions on Craigslist.
While working at the OTC, probers found that the staffer “viewed websites offering erotic services on a weekly basis as well as 
communicating with and arranging meetings with women offering erotic services."

The OIG concluded that the worker had violated government rules on “notoriously disgraceful conduct.”

The case was later referred for criminal prosecution to the US Attorney's Office, which chose not to 
prosecute "absent aggravating circumstances such as underage prostitutes or human trafficking."

The employee then retired, according to the documents...”

 http://www.nypost.com/p/news/national/probe_finds_that_treasury_officials_C15wbNjQehHitztWbnWe3O#ixzz26CM1NQqa

It would appear that the Federal Government acknowledges that  prostitution exists 
which does not include human trafficking or underage persons.... 

Why doesn’t that acknowledgement extend to sex workers, their non violent, non abusive clients, 
employers, associates AND  themselves?... 

Government Agents Hire/ Solicit Prostitutes
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New Orleans police officer Henry Hollins was a 
predator with a badge: An editorial

February 17, 2011  “New Orleans police officer Henry Hollins was a predator with a badge.
A jury Tuesday convicted Officer Hollins of the attempted aggravated rape and second-degree kidnapping of a 
Mississippi woman that he and his partner detained in Central City in 2009. 

Prosecutors said Officer Hollis unjustly held the woman, and when his partner left his shift early, Officer Hollins 
took her to a dark warehouse and assaulted her. The woman testified that Officer Hollins raped her, with his gun 
and taser at arm's length.

Another woman testified that Officer Hollins arrested her in May 2009 for traffic violations. But instead of taking her directly to jail, as he was 
supposed to do, he drove her around town in the back of his police cruiser, insinuating that she could barter sex for freedom. At one point, she 
said, Officer Hollins reached back and slid his hand under the back seat and between her legs.

"He asked me, 'Do you want to go to jail?'  " she testified. "Then he asked, 'What can you do for me?'  "

Officer Hollins' conviction ensures he will no longer abuse his uniform or terrorize anyone else. He faces a combined 15 to 90 years in prison, and 
he deserves a stiff sentence that clearly shows criminals won't be tolerated on the force...
http://www.nola.com/opinions/index.ssf/2011/02/new_orleans_police_officer_hen.html

March 4, 2011  “A day after Orleans Parish Criminal District Judge Benedict Willard denied a request for a retrial for New Orleans police officer 
Henry Hollins, Willard sentenced the disgraced cop to 45 years in prison... The sentencing came two weeks after a jury convicted Hollins of the 
attempted aggravated rape and kidnapping of a woman he picked up in Central City in 2009.

Hollins, 47, faced a minimum of 10 years and a maximum of 90 years under state law. Willard sentenced him to 45 years on the rape charge and 
40 years on the kidnapping charge, but said he would allow the sentences to be served at the same time.
Prosecutors said Hollins put the victim in the back of his police cruiser after picking her up in the summer of 2009. When his partner left his 
shift early, Hollins took her to a warehouse off Tchoupitoulas Street... The 40-year-old woman testified that Hollins raped her there, with his gun 
and Taser at arm's length.” 

WHY DO THEY DO THIS? BECAUSE THEY CAN!
http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2011/03/convicted_nopd_officer_henry_h.html

New Orleans police officer Henry Hollins sentenced to 45 years for 
kidnapping and attempted rape
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2012 Mo. officer accused of trading no arrest for sex
July 12, 2012 “KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — A Kansas City police officer has been charged with corruption after prosecutors accused him of having 
sex with two women in exchange for not arresting them... One woman told police she was working as a prostitute, and the other said she had 

outstanding warrants and marijuana in her motel room when she met Jeffrey Holmes. Prosecutors say Holmes, 47, accepted sex from the 
women in return for not arresting them during alleged incidents in March and April.

A judge entered a not guilty plea on Holmes’ behalf during his arraignment Tuesday and released him on $75,000 bond. Holmes’ lawyer, Kevin 
Regan, didn’t immediately respond to messages seeking comment.”
http://www.themorningsun.com/article/20120703/NEWS04/120709889/mo-officer-accused-of-trading-no-arrest-for-sex

July 12, 2012 “KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) Officer Jeffrey Holmes, 47, allegedly visited a motel in March to meet 
with a prostitute he found online, according to KCTV. The woman, identified as "CC," told investigators that 
once the pair reached the room, Holmes, who was wearing his police uniform told her she was "busted for 
prostitution" and attempted to handcuff her.
CC, thinking Holmes was a security guard, called the front desk for help. When the clerk arrived, however, 
Holmes simply told him that he was arresting a prostitute.

When the clerk left the room, Holmes allegedly began touching CC, told her that he had no money, and lowered 
his pants. She interpreted this as a request for free sex, and, fearing Holmes would take her to jail otherwise, 
complied, KMBC reports. No arrest was made.

CC reported the incident as rape in mid-April.
Once the investigation began, a second woman, identified by KCTV as "JL," came forward to report a similar incident. JL told investigators that 
Holmes, wearing his uniform, approached her and asked if she was a prostitute, according to the Kansas City Star. When she said no, he allegedly 
forced her to take him back to her motel room, then told her they were going to have sex... JL says that when she questioned him, 

Holmes responded, ”You don't want to go to jail, do you?" Because JL had multiple outstanding warrants, and also had marijuana in 
the room, she believed that the officer would arrest her if she did not give in to his demands...”

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/07/03/jeffrey-holmes-sex-no-arrest_n_1645925.html
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2013 Ex-Lowell police officer gets two years in jail for extorting prostitutes
By Lisa Redmond, lredmond@lowellsun.com
04/25/2013

LOWELL -- A former Lowell police officer has been sentenced to two years in jail after pleading guilty to using the power of his badge to extort and 
solicit sexual favors from prostitutes while he was on and off duty.

In Lowell Superior Court on Wednesday, Aravanh Lakmany, 32, of Dracut, pleaded guilty to charges of extortion by threat and three counts of 
solicitation of prostitutes.

The Middlesex District Attorney's Office dropped three counts of rape against Lakmany.

Judge Richard Tucker sentenced Lakmany to two years in the Middlesex House of Correction followed by three years probation.

A former six-year veteran of the Lowell Police Department, Lakmany was suspended without pay in June 2011 after his indictment. He resigned from 
the department on Nov. 24, 2011.

Interim Police Superintendent Deborah Friedl said she is glad to see this chapter in the department's history closed.

"It's a very unfortunate situation and I'm glad to see the matter has been resolved today with the court action," Friedl said.

In a taped confession, Aravanh Lakmany allegedly admitted that he had sex with prostitutes about 20 times while on duty in his cruiser and 
numerous other times in his personal car, but denied it was rape, according to court documents.

Lakmany allegedly told his fellow officers he felt no one could "touch" him because he is a police officer, prosecutor Thomas O'Reilly stated in court 
documents that the Lowell Police Department received information last year that Lakmany had been involved with a number of prostitutes while on duty.

A number of women were interviewed, and four of those testified before a grand jury that Lakmany had allegedly solicited sex from them between 2010 
and 2011.

O'Reilly alleges that Lakmany approached the women, would have them sit in the back seat of the cruiser and then drive to an isolated area in the city 
where they would engage in oral sex. Three of the women said Lakmany paid them, but two women allege that he forced them to have sex, according to 
court documents.

The first woman alleges that in 2009 or early 2010, she met Lakmany while she was "working." He was allegedly in his personal vehicle and identified 
himself as a police officer by displaying his badge, O'Reilly stated.
Lakmany allegedly told the woman he knew she had outstanding warrants for her arrest and that if she did what he wanted he would not arrest her, 
according to court documents. In exchange for a sexual favor, he allegedly indicated she could "work" in his area and he would never arrest her. 
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NYPD Vice Squad 1930s- NOTHING HAS CHANGED

....continued next page

“Prostitution is like rape...”

VICE SQUAD CONFIDENTIAL CHILE ACUNA, DECEMBER 1930-FEBRUARY 1931 CHAPTER 71
BY JAY MAEDER / NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
THURSDAY, APRIL 27, 2000, 12:00 AM

SUPREME COURT JUSTICE Joseph Force Crater remained very much missing in the final weeks of 1930, and Judge Samuel Seabury's 
corruption probe remained very actively a nettling nuisance to city officialdom, when 31-year-old Chile Mapocha Acuna, a stool pigeon by 
trade, came forward to rat out a pack of cops who had double-crossed him. Had he ever once pretended to noble idealism, his story would have 
rung less true; instead, plainly just a lowlife with an ax to grind, he made a thoroughly credible witness. Overnight, the little weasel ignited 
the worst police scandals in more than 30 years. Police Commissioner Edward Mulrooney sat ashen and aghast as the details spilled out. 
Even Mayor Jimmy Walker, for once, refrained from cracking wise. It was not only that city magistrates were buying their seats, 
accepting automobiles and other gifts, doing private business with the lawyers and bondsmen who came before them. 
The courts were in open cahoots with vice detectives, Acuna said, shaking down prostitutes and sending them to prison 
if they didn't pay up. Often the women weren't even professionals; he had, he confessed, helped cops frame dozens of 
innocents just to keep the arrest numbers up. Alas for the cops, Acuna had a sharp memory. Names, dates, chapters, verses. His yarn 
held up. The town was revolted. "It is not a pleasant thought," said the Daily News, "that the Police Department, which produces heroes who 
shoot it out with armed and desperate thugs, can also produce a few snakes.

" In open court, Chile Acuna reviewed 70 lined-up officers and pointed out more than two dozen as men with whom he had worked the 
predatory racket. All were suspended at once, as Seabury's staff meanwhile began freeing victimized women from the Bedford 
reformatory. By Christmas, six of them, personally pardoned by "deeply disturbed and greatly incensed" Gov. Franklin Roosevelt, were ready 
to testify. At the same time, court records were corroborating Acuna's revelations - and now a disgraced former assistant district attorney 
named John Weston admitted that he'd been on the take as well, routinely accepting payoffs to fix cases or, conversely, to railroad 
defendants against whom there was no evidence but a detective's word. Increasingly, attention turned to the imperious grand dame of 
the city's Women's Court, Magistrate Jean Norris, nationally hailed as a leading authority on the rehabilitation of 
fallen lasses. Early in January 1931, as Seabury's bulldogs began growling at her door, Norris decided to take a sabbatical and sail for 
Europe. THE HOLIDAY WAS blocked, and a very indignant Norris was hauled before Seabury to answer questions, even as more and more 
women came forward with more and more accusations and charges were brought against more and more vice cops - quite a number of 
whom decided to put in for retirement. The magistrate's business practices were the least of her difficulties. It happened that she owned 
much stock in a bonding company that did a rushing business in her court, but she steadfastly refused to concede any impropriety, and 
Seabury didn't trouble to press the matter very hard. Considerably more damaging were court files related to one of the dubious vice cases 
in question. The defendant in that case, alone among the vice squad's catches, had appealed her conviction to a higher court - and, as 
Seabury fast demonstrated, patiently going over them line by line, the transcripts Norris had supplied to that court had been extensively 
doctored. Norris insisted she had merely edited the documents. But in all cases, the changes made her look good. At one point, according to the 
original transcript, she had said to a lawyer: "You know what to do. Plead her guilty and tell her to throw herself on 
the mercy of the court.”
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Not just cops- but the court, the judges, the prosecutors, the magistrate of the women’s prison-  
everyone was involved in this extortion scheme - innocent single women and seasoned prostitutes alike. 

Despite this scandal, cops never stop extorting prostitutes for sex, money and information

VICE SQUAD CONFIDENTIAL CHILE ACUNA, DECEMBER 1930-FEBRUARY 1931 CHAPTER 71
continued...

" Altered, this line now read: "What is it, counsel? Do you wish to plead her guilty and throw herself on the mercy of the court?

" Other words she had uttered - "It's too late!

" "I won't have any more witnesses!

" "Next case! Step aside!

" - had been deleted outright. "Don't you see," Seabury inquired pleasantly, "that all of these revisions of the record put your attitude in the case in 
a more fair and impartial light than if the changes had not been made?

" "No, I certainly don't think so," Norris snapped. For all her fumings and sputterings, tampering with court records was not something Norris 
could get around. By mid-February, she was facing ouster and disbarment. MEANWHILE, CITY HALL had failed in its attempts to turn down 
the heat. Efforts to discredit Acuna had gone nowhere. At one point, Corporation Counsel Arthur Hilly had mounted a feeble argument that the 
entire Seabury probe was illegal and unconstitutional, but Roosevelt had laughed him down. Now, over District Attorney Thomas Crain's 
observable unwillingness to prosecute, two Tenderloin vice squad plainclothesmen, Leigh Halpern and Daniel Sullivan, were coming to 
trial on perjury charges. Several women they had sent to Bedford were among the witnesses against them. So was a glamorous "Vanities" 
showgirl named Georgia Gray, whose husband, one Harry Gibson, was, like Acuna, a confessed vice squad accomplice. Halpern's defense rested 
chiefly on his sworn testimony that he had never laid eyes on Gibson. Gray, of course, had seen the two of them together many times, and she so 
testified. On Friday the 20th of February, Crain's jury acquitted Halpern - and Gray went to jail, held as a material witness for the upcoming 
Sullivan trial. Many of the other women began dropping out of the picture. "What's the use?

" sighed one. "You can't beat this lousy game. I'm leaving town.

" By now, the suspended cops numbered more than 40. But there was some rumbling concern that there wouldn't 
be a lot of witnesses against them. Seabury was unruffled. It happened that he had an ace card - a tough Broadway moll who knew 
everything there was to know about the vice squad cops and their political higherups and who was prepared to blow the town apart with 
spectacular disclosures. She had talked to Seabury once already. She would go public in another few days. Her name was Vivian Gordon.

Read more: http://www.nydailynews.com/archives/news/vice-squad-confidential-chile-acuna-december-1930-february-1931-chapter-71-
article-1.867373#ixzz2YHHQoPuv

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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NYPD 1998 - NOTHING HAS CHANGED

19 Officers Accused of Allowing N.Y. Brothel in Exchange for Sex
July 18, 1998| From Associated Press
NEW YORK — Nineteen police officers in the precinct that covers Times Square have been accused of having sex with prostitutes in 
return for allowing a brothel to stay open, a practice authorities say may date back 15 years.

The accusations are embarrassing to Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani, who has sold New York as a tourist-friendly place where a smutty Times Square 
and graffiti-smeared subways have given way to Mickey Mouse on 42nd Street and cheery, cookie-cutter eateries.

Police Commissioner Howard Safir said 19 police officers, one sergeant, one lieutenant and the top two commanders from the precinct have been 
disciplined so far. Only the 19 officers are under suspicion of having sex with prostitutes.

Was Giuliani galled that the illegal sex was taking place near Times Square, the spot he has portrayed as a gleaming symbol for a new New York?

"It wouldn't have made much difference where it was in the city," the mayor said at a Friday news conference. "It is the dishonoring of the badge 
that is the most outrageous part of it."

The department's Internal Affairs Bureau and the Manhattan district attorney's office began investigating 400 
officers assigned to the precinct based on tips from prostitutes. The officers are also accused of using an apartment 
to sleep on the job.

Another article from that scandal 
says that “No charges have been 
filed and none of the officers has 

been suspended....”

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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“Prostitution is like rape...”

LAPD Officers Luis Valenzuela, James Nichols Accused Of Forcing Women To Have Sex
January 4, 2013

2 LAPD Officers Suspected of 5-Year Forced Sex Plot
Posted: Jan 04, 2013 6:45 AM PST <em class="wnDate">Friday, January 4, 2013 9:45 AM EST</em> Updated: Mar 05, 2013 6:45 AM PST <em 
class="wnDate">Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:45 AM EST</em>
By: Gigi Graciette, Reporte

Read more: http://www.myfoxla.com/story/20503225/2-lapd-officers-suspected-of-5-year-forced-sex-plot#ixzz2YIVnTTtx

The ‘investigation’ is still ongoing, as of July 2013... perhaps the LAPD is hoping it will just go away...

Two veterans of the Los Angeles Police Department are being investigated over accusations that the pair 
demanded sex from women by threatening them with jail time.
Officers Luis Valenzuela, who's been with the LAPD for 15 years, and James Nichols , a 12-year veteran, are on paid leave while internal 
affairs detectives look into the claims.

Search warrants first obtained by the Los Angeles Times indicate that the 4 alleged victims were either arrested previously or were working as 
police informants. The document also states that the cops would drive women to secluded areas; one officer would demand sex while the 
other kept watch, reports the Times.

On ABC7, LAPD Commander Andrew Smith read aloud a statement from Chief Charlie Beck about the investigation:

“I am shocked and saddened by these allegations of criminal misconduct. We will investigate this 
matter thoroughly. If proven true, we will prosecute the officers, both administratively and 
criminally.”
Valenzuela and Nichols are not under arrest and they have not been charged with a crime. The LAPD had planned to confront the pair early 
next week, but a pending lawsuit from one of the alleged victims forced internal affairs detectives to approach the two officers sooner for fear 
that they would destroy electronic evidence.

The first victim approached police with accusations in January 2010. Go to the Los Angeles Times to 
learn more about why the LAPD investigation based on her story went nowhere.
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Police officers  and even police chiefs extort 

prostitutes around the world- 

May 12, 2008- (Spain) POLICE CHIEF JAILED IN CORRUPTION SCANDAL
What has been described as the biggest case of police corruption in Spain’s history began to unravel in Coslada on the outskirts of Madrid 
last week, with the arrest of the chief of the Local Police and 25 agents on charges of blackmail, threatening 
behaviour, complicity with the Rumanian mafia and physical attacks on citizens. The arrests followed a three-
month investigation of a prostitution network run from Rumania. When Madrid’s Judicial Police started 
questioning the Rumanian prostitutes they began to talk about the police in Coslada who, the women said, forced 
them to give free sex and also threatened to deport them if they did not give them a cut of their takings. The 
investigating police began to tap telephones and discovered that the Local Police were also visiting bars and restaurants in the area to 
demand money “if they wanted to stay open” or to put tables and chairs out on the pavement in the summer. The man behind it all is 
alleged to be police chief Gines Jimenez Buendia, who joined the Coslada police force in 1986, after leaving his native 
Murcia. Having studied journalism, Gines maintained excellent relations with the Madrid press, which failed to dig deeper behind his “hail 
fellow well met” façade. However, he didn’t fool the local people, who said last week that his corrupt practices had been an open secret for 
years. Several had tried to report him to the authorities, at the risk of serious injury. Now referred to in the press as the “sheriff”, the local 
people told reporters last week that his men patrolled the streets as if they owned them which, in effect, they did. They ate and drank for 
free, and availed themselves of the prostitutes’ services whenever they pleased, often organising orgies. They even used their mobiles to 
film the beatings they inflicted on anyone they deemed as deserving them. Although Genes is being held in jail, several of his men have 
been released on charges, including some of those featuring in the filmed beatings. The police said many bar and restaurant owners were 
not coming forward with their side of the story for fear of reprisals but the presence of the national media in Coslada has emboldened 
many of the locals, who are enjoying being in the limelight as they gradually reveal all the sordid details of the sheriff’s dirty dealings.

2000 Ex-New Jersey Police Chief Who Ran a Corrupt Force Is Sentenced and Fined
By IVER PETERSON
Published: January 06, 2000
The former police chief of West New York, N.J., who pursued a second career as a bribe taker and protection 
racketeer for decades while on the force, was sentenced today to four years in federal prison and fined $50,000.
The court ruled that the former chief, Alexander V. Oriente, had personally presided over a corrupt operation that resulted in $2.5 million to 
$5 million in bribes and kickbacks from gamblers and pimps. Mr. Oriente had pleaded guilty to two charges of racketeering and tax evasion.

The sentence today was the second handed down by District Court Judge Jerome B. Simandle as a result of a federal investigation into official 
corruption in West New York, and the most severe. So far, 29 people, most of them West New York police officers, have been 
convicted of or have pleaded guilty to charges of accepting kickbacks, extorting money (primarily from illegal 
immigrants), loan sharking and protecting gambling and prostitution in this town across the Hudson from 
Manhattan.
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City police officer charged with aiding prostitutes
16-year veteran also charged with drug crimes, obstruction of justice

Formerly an officer in the city's Hill District station, Officer Johns was transferred into the warrant office soon after the county's investigation began. His 
status with the police bureau was unclear Monday night, when he was arraigned and released on his own recognizance.

The investigation spawned from an April traffic stop involving a car that was rented by Officer Johns. Police said the driver of the Cadillac, William 
Oravetz, was found to be carrying a key ring with a small piece of paper on it bearing the name of Alivia Kail, a 19-year-old Mount Washington woman 
who has been missing since March...

Mr. Oravetz, who also faces prostitution charges, had been driving a woman to a man's house for a "sexual performance," the complaint says. He told police 
the car had been rented by the woman's "boyfriend," Officer Johns; police found Officer Johns' police identification card in the woman's purse. The woman, 
identified in an online sex ad as "Gabby," told police that she is an exotic dancer and performer who met Officer Johns three years ago while he was 
working an off-duty detail in uniform at a South Side nightclub. She said she supports herself through erotic performances, in which clients arrange for her 
to "perform" at their houses or elsewhere for money, the complaint says...”

http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/11242/1170870-53-0.stm

August 30, 2011 “A longtime Pittsburgh police officer ran a prostitution service, helped the women 
obtain drugs and provided them transportation for their work, Allegheny County police said Monday.

Cops Pimp Prostitutes
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Former city police officer found not guilty on prostitution charges
Michael Johns resigned from Pittsburgh Police Bureau
Published  8:30 PM EDT May 14, 2013
 http://www.wtae.com/news/local/allegheny/former-city-police-officer-found-not-guilty-on-prostitution-charges/-/10927008/20149720/-/10do82xz/-/index.html#ixzz2XpWFRknG
PITTSBURGH —A former Pittsburgh police officer was found not guilty Tuesday on prostitution charges, but was convicted of several others.
Michael Johns, 45, who was accused of running a prostitution ring, was found not guilty of those charges.

A jury did find him guilty of attempted insurance fraud, possession with intent to deliver heroin, obstruction, official oppression and making false 
reports...  Johns was arrested in August 2011 after investigators said he paid for rental cars for the women, helped them obtain drugs and allowed 
them to use his home computer to post online ads. Johns later resigned from Pittsburgh Police Bureau after charges were filed. He is free on bond 
and scheduled to be sentenced Aug. 14.

Detectives charged Officer Michael Johns, 43, a 16-year veteran of the police bureau, with crimes 
including promoting prostitution, drug possession and delivery, conspiracy, obstruction of justice, 
insurance fraud and filing false reports to law enforcement. Police linked online ads for prostitution to 
Officer Johns, who would provide the women with cell phones and rental cars "to travel and do shows 
and deals," according to a criminal complaint.

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Party’s over for ‘pimp’ trooper ‘Ho-downs’ on the side
April 27, 2012   “A party-loving state trooper was suspended from the force yesterday for promoting wild hooker soirees, 
sources said....Titus Taggart, an 18-year veteran, allegedly participated in hosting bashes that involved “the promotion of 
prostitution” while off duty, the State Police said.

The flashy Taggart — who posted numerous pictures on his Facebook page of himself posing with booze bottles and 
suggestively clad women — has been suspended without pay from his post at Troop T in Buffalo while the probe goes on.

Taggart spent his off hours working as a party promoter, and threw parties featuring booze and “loose girls,” the Buffalo 
News reported... it is not yet known exactly how “loose” the women at the parties really were. But a source told The Post 
that investigators are looking into at least one bash that took place at a Buffalo-area biker bar that may have featured 
prostitution.

Some of the hookers involved in the parties may have been brought to the Buffalo area from 
Canada, according to the paper. [NOTE- THAT CONSTITUTES  INTERNATIONAL  HUMAN  
TRAFFICKING  AND  IS  A  FEDERAL OFFENSE]

The possibility that the hooker high jinks crossed international borders has prompted federal officials to join in the probe, 
which began last December...”

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/party_over_for_pimp_trooper_EHzrlnTbSdjm2ECgb6RVaJ#ixzz26CKa7Jd9

April 2, 2013 Update:
                  Trooper who organized prostitute parties avoids jail time:

“A former New York State trooper who admitted to organizing parties with prostitutes while off-duty 
was sentenced Wednesday to three years probation and 300 hours of 
community service.... Titus Taggart, 42, an 18-year veteran of the state police, was fired last 
summer after the allegations surfaced and an internal investigation was conducted. 

In a peal deal last December, Taggart admitted to a misdemeanor count of promoting prostitution in Erie County Court. Prosecutors say he 
transported prostitutes over the border from Canada. He could have been sentenced to up to a year in jail....  Erie County Judge Kenneth 
Case decided against jail time based on Taggart's poor financial condition due to his firing and received several letters of support written on 
his behalf.”          http://news.wbfo.org/post/trooper-who-organized-prostitute-parties-avoids-jail-time
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Sheriff deputy arrested for prostitution deal
Posted by Leslie Newell Peacock on Fri, Jun 14, 2013 at 12:21 PM
A Garland County sheriff's deputy was arrested last night on a federal warrant for enticing an individual to 
engage in prostitution, the U.S. Attorney Conner Eldridge and the FBI just announced.

The charge says Cpl. Neil Parliament "arranged for and facilitated the travel of a prostitute working out of 
Memphis to come to Hot Springs for the purposes of exchanging sexual activity for money" from January to 
June this year. The warrant alleges that Parliament used the prostitute himself and also arranged 
meetings for others.

Pimp Cop         
 Cpl. Neil Parliament

The sheriff's office said Parliament, 39, a marine patrol officer, has been suspended without pay while the federal investigation is ongoing. He is 
being held in the Union County Jail.
The arrest was part of the FBI's "Denied Innocence Task Force" effort. The full press release is on the jump.
GARLAND COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEPUTY ARRESTED AND CHARGED WITH PROSTITUTION OFFENSE

Hot Springs, Arkansas - Conner Eldridge, United States Attorney for the Western District of Arkansas, and Randall C. Coleman, FBI Special 
Agent in Charge, announced that Garland County Sheriff’s Deputy Neil Parliment was arrested yesterday, June 13, on a federal warrant for 
enticing an individual to engage in prostitution. Parliment is a marine patrol officer with the Garland County Sheriff’s office.

United States Attorney Eldridge commented, “As stated in the complaint, this case involves serious allegations of activity by a sheriff’s deputy 
involving prostitution. This case indicates that we will investigate and prosecute such criminal activity, including when those in positions of 
public trust violate that trust by engaging in criminal activity.”

“Last night's arrest is a result of the dedicated efforts of our Denied Innocence Task Force,” stated Agent Coleman. “The charge against the 
officer in this case—involving enticing a person across state lines for prostitution—is a serious one that our task force is committed to 
aggressively investigating.”

As charged in the complaint, from January to June of 2013, Parliment arranged for and facilitated the travel of a prostitute working out of 
Memphis to come to Hot Springs for the purposes of exchanging sexual activity for money. Over the course of the investigation, it was 
discovered that Parliament had not only engaged the services of the prostitute himself but also facilitated meetings and introductions between the 
prostitute and others for sexual activity.

If convicted, Parliament faces a maximum penalty of 20 years in prison. This case was investigated by the FBI Denied Innocence Task Force. 
Assistant United States Attorney Dustin Roberts is prosecuting the case for the United States.
The charges in a complaint are only allegations. A person is presumed innocent unless or until he or she is proven guilty beyond a reasonable 
doubt in a court of law.

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Cops Rob/ Extort/ Pimp Prostitutes“Prostitution is like rape...”
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2011  Former (CA) state drug agent Norman Wielsch and other law enforcement officers steal from 
prostitutes and run prostitution ring

“PLEASANT HILL (CA)--
The former commander of a law enforcement task force in Contra Costa County robbed prostitutes  
whose operations were competing with  his own brothel in Pleasant Hill, his co-defendant in a drug theft 
case told  investigators... The former commander, ex-state Department of Justice agent Norman Wielsch, 
said prostitutes and drug dealers deserved to  have their money stolen, said Christopher Butler, 
a private eye in  Concord and Wielsch's former colleague on the Antioch police force.

In a 34-page narrative that he wrote for investigators detailing his alleged criminal exploits and obtained by The Chronicle, Butler also said a 
woman accused of prostitution had told him that she had sex with Wielsch in exchange for having charges against her reduced. In 2009, at 
Wielsch's suggestion, the woman helped the task force commander and private eye set up a massage parlor on Gregory Lane in Pleasant Hill 
that fronted for a brothel, Butler said.”

In 2012, Butler  admitted to conspiring with Wielsch to establish the Pleasant Hill brothel, and to collecting more than $10,000 from the 
business that allegedly went to Wielsch in exchange for protection for the operation from law enforcement. Butler's sentencing is set for 
Sept. 11, 2012 and prosecutors would not say what term they would recommend. The drug charge against him carries a mandatory minimum 
sentence of 10 years and a maximum of life.

Wielsch, 51, has pleaded not guilty to similar charges and remains free on bail. Tanabe, who is no longer a sheriff's deputy, has also pleaded 
not guilty.”

 http://www.sfgate.com/crime/article/Key-figure-in-dirty-DUI-stings-pleads-guilty-3535440.php#ixzz25FMOZhPs

When the Feds took over the case, the case no longer included the prostitution ring and prostitute 
extortion charges. In another case involving government employees, “Treasury Department officials have been 
cited for violations including hiring prostitutes with government computers ... the case was referred for criminal 
prosecution to the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia, which opted not to prosecute because 
there were no "aggravating circumstances” like underage girls involved.”

http://articles.nydailynews.com/2012-07-16/news/32701775_1_employee-treasury-s-office-violations
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Cops Pimp/ Hire Prostitutes

Note the dates of the articles- May 17, 1984, prostitute who was 
hired by the vice cops testifies before the grand jury... next day, 
she is arrested. By August 1984, the pandering cops are off the 
hook... because the prostitute was no longer willing to testify 

against the dirty cops? Death threats will do that to a witness... 

“Prostitution is like rape...”

   www.iswface.org                                  www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com
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Perhaps this is why cops who rape and extort prostitutes are seldom punished or even fired... because they aren’t doing it 
for money. It is just considered a minor infraction - not worthy of destroying the career of an otherwise ‘good officer’

But what can explain the fact that in cases where cops or  police chiefs or judges are the pimps and 
panderers, they are also either not punished at all or receive very minimal sentences?

In April 1984, some San Francisco vice cops decided to hire a prostitute whom they knew, to perform oral sex on  handcuffed police cadet. The graduation party for the 
156th graduating class was held at the Rothskeller Restaurant. Unfortunately for the cops, someone in the audience did not appreciate the ‘prank’ and ratted them out. 

For any other Californian, ‘hiring a prostitute‘ for one’s self is a misdemeanor, but to hire a prostitute for someone else is felony pandering [the crime is “encouraging 
a person to commit an act of prostitution, regardless of whether or not the person is already a prostitute]. In 1984, it carried a mandatory three  to six year prison 
sentence on the first offense, with no prior record.

 I know this because I was arrested, prosecuted and sentenced to three years in prison for trying to fulfill the fantasy of my former colleague on the LAPD (where I had 
worked for 10 years prior to becoming a call girl). - My ‘friend Penny- a then 50 year old, 6’2” nearly 300 lb woman- expressed a fantasy of being a call girl  as I had 
become, after I left a very corrupt  department in disgust and decided to write a book about the corruption- and about my career move upward. Knowing that many 
cops had personal relationships with prostitutes, I was not in the least bit worried about helping Penny fulfill her fantasy. After all, two cops I worked with in 
Hollywood tried to hire me to be the going away present for a retiring captain- at his request. They offered me $200. That was before I left to become a call girl.

The ‘date’ I had arranged for Penny never took place. The only crime I had committed was having a conversation with her in which she asked if there was money 
involved- I said yes (I had agreed to give my client the money to pay her with because Penny was so unattractive). She asked about sex, I told her that it would be 
nothing that she hadn’t experienced in a normal adult relationship. For having a conversation with her,  I was charged with one count of pandering and arrested in 
September 1983- a mere eight months before the San Francisco incident. Because my arrest and prosecution was based on the discovery that I was writing a book to 
expose the corruption, I was to be made an example for others, to discourage anyone else from exposing the ‘blue mafia.’
 
The cops in San Francisco were not indicted for their crime of pandering- a felony. The prostitute was arrested because she testified against them during the indictment 
process, after which she received death threats.  Thereafter, she refused to testify at trial, so without the ‘victim’ to testify against them, the prosecutor had no case. 

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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“Prostitution is like rape...”

2012 Memphis police officer arrested on sex trafficking charge
Investigation of MPD patrolman began in '11
By Jody Callahan, Memphis Commercial Apppeal
Posted September 18, 2012 

A Memphis Police Department patrolman was charged Monday in a case involving prostitution and sex trafficking, 
becoming the latest in a long string of local law-enforcement officers accused of criminal behavior.  Sean McWhirter, 
30, was charged with transportation of women in interstate commerce for prostitution. He was arrested Sunday and 
has been released on $10,000 bail.
McWhirter, who joined the force in July 2007, has been relieved of duty with pay. The officer, who has been suspended 
by MPD for past violations, works out of the Union Station precinct.
Since 2003, more than 40 officers and civilian employees of the Memphis Police Department have been indicted 
on a variety of charges, including robbery, extortion and drug conspiracy. Pimp Cop Sean McWhirter

$10,000 bail? For violating the MANN ACT? 
When the bail for NON law enforcement ‘pimps/ madams’ is set at $2,000,000?

"You would think that by now, the message is clear: Nobody is exempt (from obeying the law)," MPD Director Toney Armstrong said. "Even 
excluding anything he's done in the past, this alone sets him so far apart from what a police officer is supposed to do. There's just no excuse for it."
According to a press release from the U.S. Attorney's Office, McWhirter shuttled women between Memphis and Tunica for prostitution.
An FBI criminal complaint of McWhirter's alleged acts reads like a lurid paperback, and paints the officer as a pimp running a small prostitution ring.
The investigation began in May 2011, when an informant told the FBI McWhirter frequented clubs known for drug use and prostitution.
In June, according to the complaint, the FBI tapped McWhirter's cellphone, discovering that he was in regular contact with prostitutes. Five 
months later, the source told the FBI that McWhirter brought three women into a club and announced to everyone that they belonged to him.
Over the course of the next few months, the informant asked McWhirter several times if he could procure two or three women for a party planned for 
Tunica. It was made clear that the women would need to perform sex acts.
McWhirter eventually said it would cost $50 for each girl, but that one woman might not take part because she was his girlfriend. He expected that 
the other two would be willing, because, "them ho's are going to get what they get."
Last Thursday, the informant paid $120 upfront for the women, then was told that he would need at least $20 more for each one. The deal was struck, 
and around 11 p.m. Sunday, McWhirter arrived at a Tunica hotel, two hours late for the "party."
When McWhirter walked into the room, FBI agents arrested him. A search revealed that McWhirter was carrying his MPD-issued service weapon.
If convicted, McWhirter faces up to 10 years in federal prison and a fine of no more than $250,000.
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2012 (Connecticut) State trooper and husband accused of running prostitution ring

June 1, 2012 “A former Connecticut state trooper and her husband were arrested Thursday on charges of running a prostitution 
ring... NBC Connecticut obtained court documents that showed Pearl Kelly-Paris was running the illegal business with her 
husband, Jaykuan Paris, while still on the force.

The State Police Statewide Organized Crime Investigative Task Force began an investigation 11 months ago after receiving 
information from federal authorities regarding possible prostitution activities in Connecticut.

Kelly-Paris, 43, of New Britain, retired from the State Police in 2010, before the prostitution investigation began, according to 
Lt. Paul Vance. She had also worked as a state correction officer, Vance said.

Kelly-Paris’ arrest warrant was sealed, but her husband’s wasn’t and it detailed some disturbing allegations. The paperwork 
showed that in 2010, when she was still working as a state trooper, her husband was renting rooms for prostitutes in the Super 8 
and Motel 6 in Rocky Hill and often used her name.  

One of the alleged prostitutes reportedly said she saw Kelly-Paris drive up in a police cruiser wearing her uniform and 
met up with her husband, then gave him a digital camera. That woman alleged he then took pictures of the girls working 
for him to post prostitution ads on Craigslist. 

“A state trooper is supposed to protect the place...not bring that kind of trash in,” Thomas said... In the arrest warrant, the alleged 
prostitute told investigators Kelly-Paris would take the “dates” if customers were interested in someone older, and the workers 
were instructed to call her if someone made the request...

http://usnews.nbcnews.com/_news/2012/06/01/12009319-state-trooper-and-husband-accused-of-running-prostitution-ring?
threadId=3433015&commentId=66704101#c66704101
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2010 Former Erie County Sheriff's Deputy Pleads Guilty in Connection with Jester Prostitution Case 

Former judge sentenced to prison time Ronald Tills violated Mann Act

Cops/ Judges Pimp Prostitutes
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I cannot imagine a non- government  individual receiving a sentence of a mere year and a half in 
prison for violating the Mann act,  for pandering etc. 

November 19, 2010 “BUFFALO, NY—U.S. Attorney William J. Hochul, Jr. announced today that Michael Lesinski, 50, of Derby, New 
York, pleaded guilty plea before Chief United States District Judge William M. Skretny to misprision of a felony. The charge carries a 
maximum penalty of three years in prison, a $250,000 fine or both.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Robert C. Moscati, who is handling the case, stated that Lesinski admitted to transporting women in April, 2005 
from the Buffalo airport to a hotel in Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada, where the Royal Order of Jesters was holding its national convention. 

While there, the women engaged in sex acts with members of the Jesters in exchange for money. 
Lesinski also admitted knowing about the prostitution but lying to U.S. Custom’s officials about the purpose of his visit when returning to 
the United States. Lesinski was an Erie County Sheriff’s Deputy at the time.“
http://www.fbi.gov/buffalo/press-releases/2010/bffo111910.htm

August 7, 2007 “BUFFALO, N.Y. (WIVB) - Judge William Skretny gave Ronald Tills the maximum under a plea deal for transporting 
prostitutes across state lines.

Retired State Supreme Court Justice Ronald Tills, who arrived at the Federal Courthouse with his wife of close to fifty years, had orchestrated 
a "serious, reprehensible...and heinous crime," said United States District Judge William Skretny, who imposed the top range of 
punishment, a year and a half in federal prison and a $25,000 thousand dollar fine... Assistant U.S. Attorney John Rogowski 
said, "Judge Skretny imposed that sentence, and his judgement I think was certainly fair and appropriate sentence in this case."

Tills had been the local head of a fraternal group called the Royal Order of Jesters, and had admitted lining up prostitutes for group 
functions. He had pleaded guilty to transporting an illegal alien from Hamburg to Kentucky to provide sexual services... Judge Skretny noted 
that the former judge had sex with a woman who once appeared before Tills while he was on the bench.
http://www.wivb.com/dpp/news/Former_judge_sentenced_to_prison_time_20090807

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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2012 NYPD cop accused of pimping after salacious phone-tap tells Daily News 'I'm not a pimp'

Cops Pimp Prostitutes
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January 29, 2012 “An NYPD cop was targeted in an X-rated probe starring an alluring “hooker” named Candy, the Daily News has 
learned.

“You looking for a daddy?” Officer Monty Green asked Candy, who was actually an undercover cop, in one of several secretly recorded 
conversations between the two.

In another graphic exchange, Candy asked how their possible pimping arrangement would work.

“So if I go in these clubs and have sex or give (oral sex) I’ll come out and you gonna be there or you gonna be with me, how’s it gonna 
work?” Candy inquired, according to a transcript.

“Sometimes I’ll be in there, other times I’ll be outside waiting,” Green said. “And then how much do you get?” she said.

“Depends on how well you did,” Green replied.

The News was the first to report that the officer faces a departmental trial, which begins next month. The charges against him include 
promoting prostitution and menacing. Police officials say they want him fired.

Green, a married father, has not been charged with a crime. Brooklyn prosecutors cited a lack of evidence, 
adding that the alleged hookers were afraid to testify against the cop, law enforcement sources said.
The NYPD’s Internal Affairs Bureau has amassed a largely circumstantial case suggesting Green was involved in prostitution at a sleazy 
downtown Brooklyn club called Rockwell’s Bar & Lounge

 http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nypd-accused-pimping-salacious-phone-tap-tells-daily-news-a-pimp-
article-1.1013602#ixzz26CdZbdzv

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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1991  Ex-Police Officer Convicted of Operating Prostitution Ring
November 26, 1991|From a Times Staff Writer
SANTA ANA — A former police officer was convicted Monday of running a prostitution ring, disguised as an escort service, that 
catered to Orange County customers.

Charles Gerald Jiles, 38, of Upland was found guilty by an Orange County Superior Court jury on 12 counts of pimping, 
pandering and conspiracy.

During a three-week trial, jurors heard testimony about sexual encounters between hundreds of clients and several dozen 
"escorts" at hotels and houses in Orange County and elsewhere in the Southland.

"It was a very active operation for Orange County," said Deputy Dist. Atty. James Mulgrew, who prosecuted the case. "I'm very 
pleased with the verdict."

Jiles, who had worked for eight years as a patrol officer with the Upland and Claremont police departments, faces a maximum 
sentence of 13 years in prison at his Jan. 6 sentencing, Mulgrew said. Jiles also faces a second trial, scheduled to begin Dec. 2, on 
charges that he started another escort-prostitution service while out on bail after his arrest.

Jiles took the witness stand and maintained that his employees were private contractors who were not told what to do on their 
dates.

"As long as they were not violating the laws, I was not concerned with what they were doing on their date," Jiles testified.

But the jurors, after deliberating for less than two days, said they did not believe him.
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http://articles.latimes.com/print/1991-11-26/news/mn-204_1_police-officer

Ex-Police Officer Guilty of Running Prostitution Ring : Verdict: Charles Gerald Jiles used his 
'Beautiful Escorts' service as a front for 'a very active operation in Orange County.'
November 26, 1991|MATT LAIT | TIMES STAFF WRITER

Ex-Officer Gets 6 Years for Running Prostitution Rings
January 07, 1992|MATT LAIT | TIMES STAFF WRITER

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Politicians Plan to Pimp Prostitutes
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2012 Cudahy Case Recalls Bell Corruption Scandal
A bribery case in a tiny LA suburb is the latest in a series of corruption abuses by city officials in LA County

“The court documents read like a Hollywood script: cash payments made in envelopes  disguised as "campaign 
contributions" and a  "massage parlor"  that would front for a house of prostitution.”

In court documents, Angel Perales, 43, who runs the Code Enforcement Division of the Cudahy Community Services 

Department also mentioned to the informant his role in establishing a house of 
prostitution that would be run by a "Korean madam." 
The illicit business would bring in up to $15,000 per month, Perales said. "She used to have a business in, uh, in San 
Francisco," Perales told the informant during one meeting, according to court documents. "You know, it’s legal, that’s 

legal over there [in Korea]."
http://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Cudahy-Case-Recalls-Bell-Corruption-Scandal-160127265.html
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Cops Arrest Prostitutes - Send Clients Home with a Warning
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The more power you give law enforcement agents over the lives of prostitutes, 
the more abuse they can commit.

California prostitution laws permit the police to arrest a person whom the police allege ‘possesses the intent
 to commit prostitution...” and that person can be in a vehicle- whether moving or not.

California Penal Code 647(b), 653.20   http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/displaycode?section=pen&group=00001-01000&file=653.20-653.28

Sat, Apr. 03, 2010 the Modesto Bee reported:
“Seven women were arrested Thursday night on suspicion of intending to commit prostitution at a South Ninth Street motel, 
authorities said.
Given a relatively slow night, a few Stanislaus County Sheriff's deputies decided to "put a dent" into the area's 
prostitution problem, according to Lt. Charles Grom....  There, they watched as various women flagged down cars. As soon as 
one of the women got a customer, an officer would alert another deputy who would watch the two enter a motel room.

Less than two minutes later, they would knock on the door and arrest the woman, Grom said... Since the arrest came before 
anything was consummated, Grom said, the women were charged with loitering with the intent to commit prostitution, a 
misdemeanor.

Grom said taking that approach, instead of waiting for the act that would lead to prostitution charges, was less 
time-consuming and complicated.  ‘This was a spur of the 
moment thing by our deputies," he said. "We're making it known that this type of activity

 is not welcome and if you're going to do something, do it somewhere else.’
The men were not cited but were encouraged to "go home and not come back.”

WHAT THE COPS ARE SAYING IS ‘LADIES, IF YOU ARE GOING TO BE VICTIMS, DON’T DO IT 
AROUND HERE OR WE  WILL  ARREST  YOU  AND TEACH YOU THAT YOU ARE A VICTIM!’

THE ORIGINAL ARTICLE IS NO LONGER AVAILABLE- HOWEVER, THE LINK TO THE PAGE IS STILL AVAILABLE FROM THE LINK ABOVE.

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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2012 State DPS Officer Arrested in Prostitution Case
March 3, 2012   “An officer with the New Mexico Department of Public Safety was arrested Friday night and charged with sex crimes and other 
offenses, according to Albuquerque police.

Tim Carson, 34, is with the Special Investigations Division of the state DPS, city police said.

According to Albuquerque police, several weeks ago APD Vice Unit detectives received information about a man propositioning prostitutes along 
the Central Avenue corridor.

It was alleged that the man was possibly a law enforcement officer.

Vice Unit detectives began an investigation and subsequently arrested Carson.

Carson was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center and released today after posting a bond.

Charges against Carlson include extortion, bribery, two counts of criminal sexual penetration and criminal 
sexual contact, according to an arrest warrant...”

http://www.abqjournal.com/main/2012/03/03/abqnewsseeker/state-dps-officer-arrested-in-prostitution-case.html

MPD hires former SPD officer charged with solicitation

February 28, 2012 “MANSFIELD — The Mansfield Police Department has added to its force a former Shreveport police 
officer arrested last year on charges of solicitation of prostitution.

Jercarlous Colbert, 25, has served as a city reserve officer for several months. His employment is conditional upon successful completion of 
a 90-day probation period and recommendation from Police Chief Joe Pratt to the Board of Aldermen. Colbert is filling one of two 
vacancies created recently within the police department with the resignations of officers Nathaniel Anderson and J.R. Thomas...”

http://www.lanewslink.com/print.php?article=24723

Cops Solicit Prostitutes
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2012 Police: Gwinnett County police officer arrested for soliciting a prostitute

June 12, 2012 “GWINNETT COUNTY, GA (CBS ATLANTA) - Gwinnett County police said an officer in  
their department was charged with pandering after he tried to hire a prostitute in Barrow County on May 31.

Police said Cpl. Brian Kelly did not tell Barrow County deputies he was a police officer at the time of his arrest, 
nor did he tell the Gwinnett County Police Department he had been arrested.

The Gwinnett County Police Department learned of the arrest on Monday.

"Officers in this agency are required by policy to immediately report an arrest to their supervisors," said Gwinnett County Police Cpl. Jake 
Smith. "As a result of Kelly's failure to report his arrest to this department, he was served with a letter of intent to terminate his 
employment."

Kelly resigned in lieu of termination Tuesday afternoon.

Kelly was employed as a police officer for Gwinnett County since October 2003. He served as a public information officer for 
approximately two years, ending in late 2010.” 

http://www.cbsatlanta.com/story/18768725/police-gwinnett-county-police-officer-arrested-for-soliciting-a-prostitute

2011 Metro officer arrested for prostitution

September 14, 2011 “LAS VEGAS -- Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Officer Peter Hervoyavich
was arrested for soliciting prostitution after he was observed by LVMPD officers picking up an 
apparent prostitute in the vicinity of Paradise and Twain on Sept. 13.

Hervoyavich was first observed at approximately 1 a.m. The officers continued to observe the off-duty officer and the woman as they drove to a 
parking lot and began a sex act in his personal vehicle. Both subjects were detained, arrested, transported to CCDC and booked accordingly... 
Hervoyavich has since been released from custody and... placed on paid administrative leave.

Officer Hervoyavich has been with the LVMPD for 17 years..”

http://www.mynews3.com/content/news/local/story/Metro-officer-arrested-for-prostitution/Zi3YAL0zmkCKuoG8so5xCQ.cspx
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Cops Solicit Prostitutes/ Don’t lose their jobs
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Source tells 10News sheriff's deputy busted in prostitution sting likely won't be fired
Deputy Stuart Rea received probation, fine

It is very expensive to train helicopter pilots, and what a waste of taxpayer money to fire someone 
who only solicited a woman he thought was a prostitute... since she wasn’t actually a prostitute but 

was a fellow cop, then it is no big deal for him to have solicited her for commercial sex... 
After all, if a San Diego cop like Daniel Dana can actually RAPE a REAL prostitute and get 
probation, why should this outstanding helicopter pilot police officer get fired and lose that 

lucrative paycheck? It just wouldn’t be fair... now would it?

June 11, 2013    by  Dan Haggerty 

SAN DIEGO - 10News has learned that a local sheriff's deputy busted in a prostitution sting will most likely not 
be fired.
Deputy Stuart Rea is a pilot for the department's ASTREA helicopter. He has been on the force since 1991.
In January, he was busted soliciting who he thought was a prostitute. He arranged the meeting on Craigslist 
with an undercover police officer.
When he met the woman at a Howard Johnson hotel, she recognized him right away, but he did not recognize her. It 
turns out he actually trained her at the academy.
Rea admitted to that, and 10News has been following the paperwork in court.
Last week, Rea showed some paperwork of his own, proving that he completed a prostitution impact panel course 
and an HIV education course. His charge was dropped to disturbing the peace.
Through it all, Rea has never missed a county paycheck. He has been working a desk job instead of flying, but 
a source tells 10News that is about as strict as his punishment may get.
10News was told, internal affairs will now take a look at the case and determine if he can fly again, but odds are he 
will not be fired...
Rea will receive three years probation and a fine of about $550.
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January 15, 2013 Menlo Park cop caught with prostitute keeps job 
Case sheds light on confidential police disciplinary process
by Sandy Brundage   Almanac Staff

Under California law, internal affairs investigations -- even the fact that an investigation has occurred -- are confidential personnel matters. So are 
complaints of misconduct and police disciplinary records.

But the investigation came to light anyway more than a year later. On Oct. 17, 2012, Menlo Park City Manager Alex McIntyre sat talking about city 
business with his predecessor, Glen Rojas, at a communal table near the bar at the Menlo Hub, a Menlo Park restaurant. Their conversation carried to 
an Almanac reporter sitting at the other end of the same table.

Part of their discussion involved the city's binding arbitration policy, invoked when a police officer appeals a disciplinary penalty after failing to 
convince city management to reverse it. Apparently the city "lost royally" during arbitration, Mr. McIntyre said, forcing Menlo Park to reinstate the 
officer. The city manager said he told the council that paying the officer to leave instead of returning to work would be "a million dollar check."

He expressed frustration that some members of the City Council wanted to discuss the matter publicly despite regulations prohibiting disclosure.

Without naming Officer Vasquez, the city manager mentioned the officer's length of service and gender. Only two current officers matched the 
description; a painstaking search of employment data, police logs and court records led the Almanac to a Santa Clara County Superior Court file that 
detailed the case against the officer.

"You overheard a conversation between two colleagues," Mr. McIntyre told the Almanac during an interview in January. He said he didn't remember 
precisely what he said at the Hub, and stated that it's not unusual for a city manager to consult his predecessor.

Officer Vasquez told the Almanac he'd been ordered not to talk about it by the interim police chief. At an hourly rate of $52.40, his annual 
base wage is approximately $109,004. Should he retire at age 50 with at least 25 years of service, he'd receive 75 percent of his final salary as 
a pension; that increases to 90 percent if he retires after 30 years.

Jeffrey Vasquez jeopardized his 24-year career with the Menlo Park Police Department when he went to the wrong place at the wrong time on Feb. 
18, 2011.

According to court documents, a Sunnyvale police officer acting on a tip was watching a motel room for signs of 32-year-old Natalia Ramirez, who 
had two outstanding bench warrants. He knocked on the door. Once inside, the officer asked Ms. Ramirez what was going on. 

Hearing a knock at the Motel 6 door, a prostitute wearing a black catsuit answered, $20 bills stashed in her cleavage. In the 
bathroom, Sunnyvale police officers found a veteran Menlo Park police detective wearing nothing. 

End of his career? Nope.

Officer Jeffrey Vasquez, 48, returned to duty in the Menlo Park Police Department late last year, following an internal 
affairs investigation triggered by the bust. He had also been charged with misdemeanor solicitation by the Santa Clara 
County District Attorney. What internal sanctions he faced remains unknown; the state's confidentiality laws prevent 
discovery of penalties levied by his employer.

...continued next page
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January 15, 2013 Menlo Park cop caught with prostitute keeps job 
"She replied that it was what it looked like. I asked her if it was prostitution, she replied by saying yes," the police report stated. Her male companion 
did not reveal himself as a fellow law enforcement officer until a check of his driver's license alerted the Sunnyvale police that he was.

Detective Vasquez was in Sunnyvale to serve a subpoena related to a Menlo Park sexual assault case, he told the officers, "and this was not the first 
time he had solicited a prostitute for sex," according to the filing. Upon learning that the target of the subpoena wouldn't be home until later, the 
report states the detective said, "I had an hour to kill" so he called "My Redbook," a site listing local escorts and their phone numbers.

Ms. Ramirez confirmed that she advertised on Redbook and said that Detective Vasquez had called her, asking to come over later, according to the 
Sunnyvale police report. She didn't remember what name he had used. The Menlo Park police officer "admitted that he was there for sex" and that he 
had found her on Redbook. They hadn't engaged in sexual activity before Sunnyvale police arrived or discussed specific prices or services, according to 
the report.

Asked why he didn't immediately identify himself as a police officer, Detective Vasquez reportedly responded, "I don't want to be a dick and ask for 
preferential treatment." Senior officers from Sunnyvale and Menlo Park arrived on the scene after a series of calls -- standard procedure when an 
incident involves a fellow officer, according to law enforcement sources. Capt. Carl Rushmeyer of Sunnyvale showed up, then Watch Commander Tim 
Brackett and Sgt. Matt Bacon of Internal Affairs, both from Menlo Park.

Ms. Ramirez, who has a criminal record for drug possession and prostitution, was arrested on the bench warrants. The report noted that Sunnyvale 
police turned a "distraught" Detective Vasquez over to his Menlo Park colleagues and forwarded the case to the district attorney.

Charged with misdemeanor solicitation, Officer Vasquez hired Redwood City attorney William Rapoport to handle the case and pleaded not guilty in 
June 2011. A month later -- on July 11 -- the prosecution asked to dismiss the case. The problem? Prosecutors were notified the day of Ms. Ramirez's 
trial that the officer who had interviewed her was unavailable to testify. According to Deputy District Attorney Rob Baker, who supervised the case, the 
officer was caring for his wife as she endured a life-threatening medical crisis. A Sunnyvale officer confirmed the circumstances related to the dismissal 
to the Almanac and said his department had hoped the case could have gone forward.

"I wanted to prosecute the case, that's the reason we charged it," Mr. Baker said. "But in light of the (misdemeanor) charges, we didn't feel it appropriate 
to force the cop to come to court when his wife was going through something that serious."

Losing a key witness left the case against both Ms. Ramirez and Officer Vasquez dead in the water. "We couldn't prove the case against the cop because 
the (officer) who actually observed him in the room with the prostitute wasn't available," Mr. Baker said. The court would regard the confessions 
recorded in the police report as inadmissible hearsay, he explained, without the testimony of the officer who took the statement...

His team looked for workaround strategies to no avail. They concluded that ultimately they weren't going to be able to use Ms. Ramirez's statement. 
"What's the jury going to think when the primary officer doesn't show up to testify? If I was to dismiss the case against her, his defense attorney 
would then know we couldn't prove the case against him," Mr. Baker said. A pre-trial conference for the charge against Officer Vasquez had been 
set for the same day as Ms. Ramirez's trial.

In the end they asked the court to dismiss the case for lack of evidence. "With misdemeanors, you only get one bite at the apple. The case gets 
dismissed, and that's it," Mr. Baker said. "Had this been felony conduct, we could have dismissed and then refiled it."
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...continued from previous  page

It is not known whether the alleged prostitute was convicted and sentenced to prison...  
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http://articles.latimes.com/1988-01-09/local/me-8877_1_police-sergeant

Cops Have Sex With Prostitutes  On Duty and 
DO NOT GET FIRED
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Police Sergeant Found Guilty of Lewd Conduct
January 09, 1988|S ANTIAGO O'DONNELL | Times Staff Writer

A Los Angeles police sergeant participated in two acts of lewd conduct with a male prostitute and engaged in improper contacts with 
prostitutes on numerous occasions--all while on duty, a Board of Rights panel determined Friday.

The three-member hearing board found Sgt. Emmanuel Valencia, 37, guilty of three charges of lewd conduct and recommended his 
suspension without pay for six months--the Police Department's harshest penalty short of firing...

During the hearing, officials called on several admitted prostitutes, who alleged that at Valencia's request they had rubbed the sergeant's genitals 
while he was on duty and in uniform, said Deputy Chief William Rathburn, a member of the Board of Rights. They also introduced tape 
recordings made by a prostitute.

Valencia was found guilty of participating "in an act of lewd (conduct), while on duty and in uniform, with Jose Jimenez" on March 16 and 
again on May 21. On the second occasion he was not in uniform.

The third count was for neglecting "on numerous occasions, while on duty, your primary duty assignment by engaging in improper contacts with 
streetwalking prostitutes."

The Department of Internal Affairs charged in its suspension note that Valencia had engaged in such activities between January and May, 1987, in 
the vicinity of the 500 block of South Gladys Avenue, a downtown trucking area frequented by transvestite prostitutes.
Internal Affairs investigators had presented to the hearing board tape recordings made by prostitute Jimenez, who carried a hidden microphone 
during an encounter with Valencia while the sergeant was on duty.

"Jimenez was by far the most credible witness," Rathburn said, "and we had additional evidence to corroborate his statements."
Neither Valencia nor his attorney could be reached for comment Friday.
A lewd act is defined by police as "some sort of public sex act. It can be done alone, or with another person of the same or the opposite sex," 
LAPD spokesman Cmdr. William Booth said.

According to Booth, it was not the first time that an LAPD officer had been suspended for performing sex with 
a prostitute while on duty.
"In the history of the department, I'd be hard pressed to find a violation that has not been committed. Sex charges, neglected duty charges, lewd 
conduct charges--we've had them all."
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2012 Raleigh officer charged with promoting prostitution of a minor

February 16, 2012 “FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. — Fayetteville police arrested a Raleigh police officer 
Thursday and charged him with promoting and participating in the prostitution of a minor... Sgt. 
Jason Brandon Hoyle, 34, of 8609 Maryel Way, was being held under a $100,000 unsecured bond on 
the two felonies.
Fayetteville police also arrested a 17-year-old Fayetteville girl and charged her with misdemeanor solicitation 
for prostitution.  Her bond information was not available....

Police said Hoyle was one of the girl's clients and saw her on  Feb. 7. He has been with the Raleigh Police Department since
October 2000 and is assigned to the detective division... Raleigh police released a statement Thursday saying Fayetteville police kept them 
informed during the investigation  and that they are doing an internal investigation to determine "appropriate personnel actions."”
http://www.wral.com/news/local/story/10740979/

Cops/ Politicians Underage Prostitutes
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http://articles.latimes.com/1988-11-19/news/mn-393_1_work-detail

Superior Court Judge Timothy A. Reardon called 
Boas' crimes "unquestionably reprehensible." 

He said he considered several factors in 
determining sentence, including Boas' age, lack of 

a criminal record and former public service.

It must not have been too reprehensible  because 
he was not sentenced to prison for having multiple 
commercial sexual relationships with MINORS...

“Prostitution is like rape...”

   www.iswface.org                                  www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com
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2013 Northwest cop quit before prostitution arrest; warrant details allegations
Submitted by Jayne Dees on Wed, 05/15/2013 - 11:58pm.

NORTHWEST, NC (WWAY) -- Last week he was a police officer. Today he's out of a job and has been in and out 
of jail. A former Northwest police officer was charged in connection to an ongoing prostitution investigation in 
another Brunswick County town.
The SBI charged former Northwest Police Lt. Michael Hayes with solicitation of a minor for prostitution and 
filing a false report. He was released from jail on bond a short time later.
An arrest warrant says Hayes contacted a 17-year-old girl through a Craigslist sex ad, then met her in Boiling 
Spring Lakes and gave her $60 for a sex act.
The SBI says last week BSL's police chief asked the agency to help investigate Hayes. Northwest Police Chief 
Copelen Taylor says he learned about the investigation Saturday and suspended Hayes pending the outcome. He 
says the SBI called Monday saying it might file charges.
"It's a let down to the department and to the citizens, but he's human, and we make mistakes," Chief Taylor said.
Taylor says Hayes resigned Tuesday the day before he was arrested. Hayes wrote in resignation, "I have some issues 
I need to attend to in my personal life." Chief Taylor says he is disappointed.
"He apologized," Taylor said. "He was very, very disappointed in himself. He said he made a mistake. He didn't 
mean to hurt anyone."
The warrant says the false report charge stems from information Hayes gave a Brunswick County Sheriff's deputy 
about damage from bullet strikes to Hayes's car in November.
It's not the first time Hayes has been in trouble. In 1991 he was convicted of misdemeanor death by vehicle.
The woman named as the prostitute in the warrant for Hayes was also named in warrants for two men BSL 
Police arrested earlier this month for allegedly pimping her. At the time, Boiling Spring Lakes Police said they 
expected more arrests.

Cops Solicit Underage Prostitutes
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IS SHE A WOMAN OR A GIRL????

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Cops Rape/ Kill/ Shoot Prostitutes
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“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Cops Murder Prostitutes
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  2011 WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. -- A Palm Beach County grand jury has indicted a 
former Florida Atlantic University Police corporal on charges of first-degree murder 
with a firearm and kidnapping with a firearm.

State Attorney Michael McAuliffe said the indictment was handed up Thursday, charging 
Jimmy Dac Ho, 47, with the murder of Sheri Deann Carter, a 29-year-old Boynton Beach 
prostitute he connected with online. Ho faces life in prison on the kidnap charge and the 
death penalty on the murder charge.

EARLIER: FAU cop confesses to shooting prostitute in her Boynton Beach condo
 The indictment alleges that on Jan. 31, Ho premeditated the killing of Carter by shooting her with a firearm. It also alleges 
Ho forcibly confined, abducted or imprisoned Carter, against her will. Ho told police he handcuffed Carter to her bed, 
claiming first that he thought she was going to shoot him, and then later that she was going to pull a knife on him, in attempt 
to rob him.

Police quickly connected Carter's shooting to Ho through cell phone records, and he confessed to police almost immediately 
when they went to speak with him. 

Ho was placed on administrative leave from his job at FAU the next day, and resigned a few hours after
that. The Palm Beach County Sheriff's Office reports that he attempted to kill himself while in jail that week.

Convicted Prostitute murderer
Florida Atlantic University 

Police Officer Jimmy Dac Ho

January 2013- Ho is still awaiting trial...

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Cops Murder Prostitutes
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A Kern County Sheriff’s deputy sentenced to death for murdering two prostitutes is coming back to Bakersfield court for a hearing on 
whether his death sentence should be reversed. 

In one of Kern County’s most notorious murder cases, David Keith Rogers, now 62, was convicted of murdering two Union Avenue 
prostitutes in separate incidents in 1986 and 1987. One was 15 years old and pregnant when she was shot to death. 

The California Supreme Court upheld his conviction in 2006, but ordered a local hearing on whether his sentence should be reduced from 
death to life with no possibility of parole. That hearing is set for Nov. 20.

Rogers had a history of abusing prostitutes. He was fired in 1983 for on-duty violence against a prostitute, but that case was 
dropped when the victim mysteriously disappeared. Rogers was a suspect in her disappearance, but never was arrested.

After he was convicted of the 1986 and 1987 killings, prosecutors told a jury he deserved to die for the crimes. In the penalty phase against 
him, they called a witness who said she was a prostitute and was attacked by Rogers in 1986.

Rogers’ attorneys now say there was another man preying on Kern County prostitutes at that time. The lawyers want to know if prosecutors 
knew, when they were accusing Rogers of the attack, that the other man was a suspect in the attack. 

The Supreme Court ordered a hearing on 14 questions regarding that issue

It’s just the latest development in a case that has fascinated Kern County and made worldwide headlines for decades.

Rogers became a suspect in the case when a Kern County crime lab criminalist noticed both women were killed with the same kind of 
bullet – and it was the kind of bullet the Sheriff’s Department gave to deputies. 

Rogers took the witness stand in his own behalf. He admitted one murder and said he couldn’t remember the other. 

A psychiatrist testified the deputy was frightened by the 15-year-old prostitute because she stirred his memories of childhood sexual 
victimization and subconscious feelings of inadequacies.

Hearing set in Kern deputy's death penalty case 11/12/2009 

His death penalty sentence was upheld by the courts. 
It is unknown if the sentence has been carried out.

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Cops Murder Prostitutes
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1973 Gerard Schaefer, Deputy Sheriff, Martin County, Florida
“In addition to being heralded as the foremost killer of women in this century, 

I am also known as “The Sex Beast.” The media has reported that I hang 
women, have sexual experiences with their rotting corpses and then hack them  

into pieces with a machete.” Gerard Shaefer
pg 297 Murder Behind the Badge by Stacy Dittrich (2010)

In 1973, Gerard was convicted of murdering only two women, but he was a person of interest and most likely the 
perpetrator of at least 30 other murders, including murders of prostitutes, his favorite targets.  According to Stacy 

Dittrich, author of  Murder Behind the Badge (2010- Prometheus books), Schaefer was “without a doubt the most 
vicious and heinous murderer to appear in the pages of this book, Schaefer would most likely laugh at the other officers 

who are included with him... in fact, to hear him speak of his crimes, one would think that he truly believed he was 
doing society a favor. He considered himself something like an angel of God, a self- proclaimed messiah put on earth 

to rid the world of all whores, sinners and disobedient women.” 

After he was convicted and sentenced to prison, he wrote several books, including one entitled
 “Beyond Killer Fiction” about a rogue cop who slaughters prostitutes. 

In a letter  he wrote to a missing persons agency, he said “Since 1973, I’ve been linked to 170 dead and missing women 
on three continents... Depending on what book you read, I am credited with as few as 34 kills and as high as 170. All 

sources agree that I am unquestionably the most prolific killer of women between the years 1963 and 1973... Last year I 
had a letter from an old woman who read a crime tabloid story about how I’d killed roadside hookers by driving them 
out to a rented warehouse where they were murdered by hanging. The old lady wrote and wanted to know if I’d gotten 
her hooker daughter. As it turned out I had hanged the whoredaugher. The old lady was glad to know the kid wasn’t 

walking around with amnesia...” 

On December 3, 1995, a fellow convicted murderer, Vincent Rivera, entered Schaefer’s cell and stabbed 
him upward of 40 times with a homemade shank. Rivera slit Schaefer’s throat and gouged out his eyes. 

Rivera did what the state of Florida did not do. He put an end to this murderous former law enforcement 
officer who  thought he did the world a favor by killing whores.

“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Why Cops don’t investigate the murders of prostitutes...“Prostitution is like rape...”
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Street sex worker
 Donna Gentile

police informant due to 
poice extortion, 
murder victim
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The following is a list of  Law Enforcement Officers 
caught raping, extorting or soliciting  prostitutes.

Unfortunately there are many, many more which we have not yet 
added to the list.

Links to these stories may be found on the 
www.policeprostitutionandpolitics. com 

at:
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/index.php?

option=com_content&view=article&id=60:cops-rape-and-extort-
sex-workers&catid=1:latest-news&Itemid=41

What we intend to show is that law enforcement agents 
are first and foremost human. 

Abuse most often occurs when they are given broad 
powers to enforce unenforceable  ‘moral’ laws, have 
little oversight or accountability to those they serve 
and are seldom punished when they break the law 
because, as is noted by many, juries do not want to 
believe cops are bad. As well, cities do not want to 

lose their investment in training the officer who may 
have ‘violated the law’ a little...

Please note: the original links to the online news article may no longer be 
valid  or are retrievable only through the use of the online archival files

190

How many are ‘too many’? Or does it matter to you?

antipropagandamachine 
“So what you're saying is you don't have any 
studies or statistics showing *police* commit 
more violence than *customers*.”

In response to this individual quoted above who 
endorses the “Swedish Model,” if the previous 

cases of extortionist, rapist  and murderous cops, 
or the following  list of more cops who rape/ 

extort/ kill prostitutes isn’t enough for you, what 
will be? Clearly you do not care about the 

wellbeing of sex workers- 
only about your abolitionist agenda...

   www.iswface.org                                  www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com
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1980 Judge James Barbuto- Summit County, Ohio/
1987 James Dean Dupay- Columbia Heights, Minnesota/
1991 Kevin Burke | Police Officer NYPD NY/
1993 New Jersey Cops never charged/
1995 David Robert Bergstrom | Police Officer LAPD CA/
1995 William Jang | Police Officer LAPD Detective CA/
1996 Desmond Robinson | Police Officer NYPD/
1998 James Thomas | Police Officer Brooklyn NY/
1998 NYPD Cop Hooker Scandal/
1999- 2006 Hartford Conn cases/
1999 unnamed NYPD cop and prostitute caught/
2000 Alexander V. Oriente | Police Chief West New York NJ /
2000 Michael Evans | State Trooper PA/
2001 Julio J. Camacho | Police Officer Hartford Conn/
2001PACE Report on violence against sex trade workers-June 2001.pdf
2001 Police deny officers tried to rape prostitutes-June 14, 2001.pdf
2002 James Fallon and Timothy Carre| Police Officers Philadelphia, PA/
2002 Joseph Evan Robinson |Police Officer LAPD CA/
2003 Brent Parker- State Rep. Utah/
2003 Franget Enrique Vargas | Corrections Officer Kings County WA/
2003 Prostitute Survey Cites Cop Abuses_ Rape, assault, extortion by police 
detailed.pdf
2004 Eugene Oregon cops/
2004 Kenny Johnson | Police Officer Middlesex Township PA/
2004 Michael LoPriore | Police Officer Boston MA/
2004 Roger Magana Juan Lara | Police Officers Eugene Oregon/
2005 Scott Antoniak | Police Officer Omaha Neb/
2006 Arron Jahimal Burroughs/
2006 Christopher Lee Marshall | Police Officer Texas City TX/
2006 Christopher Morris Johnson | Corrections Officer GA/
2006 Darren Way | Police Officer Wash. DC/
2006 Gregg O'Shei | Police Officer Buffalo NY/
2006 Jason D. Briddon | Police Officer Part Time Rutland MA/
2006 Jeff Sellers | Police Officer Oklahoma City OK/
2006 Kenneth Woods | Police Officer Galveston TX/
2006 Miguel Martinez | Police Officer Bronx NY/
2006 Richard Correa | Police Officer Inglewood CA/
2006 Steven J. Lelinski | Police Officer Milwaukee WI/
2007 Guy Giammatteo | Police Officer Southhampton NY/
2007 Richard Curtis | GOP Rep. Washington State/

2008 Bernard Durgin Timothy Heiden | Police Officers Madison CT/
2008 Bridges McRae- Police Officer- Memphis, TN/
2008 Capt WIlliam Billings Dave Reveille | Police Officers Gainsville FL/
2008 Colin Hatch | Police Recruit Baltimore MD/
2008 Dave Matta | Police Sergeant Tolleson AZ/
2008 David Workman | Coroner Investigator Jefferson County OH/
2008 Donvey Lindsey | Police Officer Inglewood CA/
2008 Interesting study of prostitution in Chicago | Alas, a Blog.pdf
2008 Jason Bill | Sheriff Deputy Cobb County GA/
2008 Jason Briddon | Police Officer Rutland MA/
2008 Kevin Coleman | State Trooper PA/
2008 Matthew Linderman | Deputy Sheriff San Bernadino CA/
2008 Michael Galvan | Sheriff Deputy Stanislaus County CA/
2008 Michael L. Johnson Jr | Police Officer York PA/
2008 Morris West | Police Chief Haines City FL/
2008 Sam Streater | Police Officer New Haven Conn/
2008 Scott Lando | Police Officer Austin TX/
2008 Shawn C. Dillard Pennsylvania/
2008 Shawn C. Dillard | State Trooper Pennsylvania/
2008 Stanley Marrero | Police Officer Lorain OH/
2008 Thomas Crow | Police Officer Horsham PA/
2008 Thomas John Sadler | Sheriff Deputy San Diego CA/
2008 Unnamed US Secret Service Agent/
2008 Wayne Taylor | Detective NYPD NY/
2009-2011 Henry Hollins | Police Officer New Orleans LA/
2009 Chris Muncy | Sheriff Deputy Putnam CO Tennessee/
2009 Darius Harper | Sheriff Deputy Marion County FL/
2009 Derek D. Roberts | Police Officer Hollywood FL/
2009 Gary Pignato | Police Officer Rochester NY/
2009 Gerald Copeland | Police Officer Fulton GA/
2009 Gregory Mickel - Police Officer- San Antonio, TX/
2009 James Ingalls | Police Officer Indianapolis IN/
2009 Javier Garces | Police Officer DeKalb GA/
2009 Jesus Sanchez- Police Officer- Lorain, OH/
2009 Jonathan Gardenhire | Police Sergeant State Police NJ/
2009 Keith Breiner | Police Officer Beaumont TX/
2009 Mark Sittner | Police Officer Dallas TX/
2009 Memphis cops/
2009 Michael Meissner | Police Chief Combine TX/
2009 Robert Schmidt | Police Officer Wash DC/

Law Enforcement 
Officers Rape/ Extort/ 

Solicit/ Hire
Prostitutes- including 
minors- because they 
can and because they 

usually get away with it.
There are many more 

officers who were 
caught - and even more 
who were not caught. 

   www.iswface.org                                  www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com

There are many more 
who are not listed on  
these pages because 

there is simply not   
enough room to list 
them all. Adding the 

daily stories of 
pedophile and rapist 

cops is a 
full time job. 

If you cannot see from 
the ones listed that 
putting vulnerable

women and children in 
the untrustworthy hands 
of cops like these is not 
a good idea, there is no 

hope for you.  
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http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2001%20Julio%20J.%20Camacho%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Hartford%20Conn/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2001%20Julio%20J.%20Camacho%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Hartford%20Conn/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2001PACE%20Report%20on%20violence%20against%20sex%20trade%20workers-June%202001.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2001PACE%20Report%20on%20violence%20against%20sex%20trade%20workers-June%202001.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2001%20Police%20deny%20officers%20tried%20to%20rape%20prostitutes-June%2014,%202001.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2001%20Police%20deny%20officers%20tried%20to%20rape%20prostitutes-June%2014,%202001.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2002%20James%20Fallon%20and%20Timothy%20Carre%7c%20Police%20Officers%20Philadelphia,%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2002%20James%20Fallon%20and%20Timothy%20Carre%7c%20Police%20Officers%20Philadelphia,%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2002%20Joseph%20Evan%20Robinson%20%7cPolice%20Officer%20LAPD%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2002%20Joseph%20Evan%20Robinson%20%7cPolice%20Officer%20LAPD%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2003%20Brent%20Parker-%20State%20Rep.%20Utah/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2003%20Brent%20Parker-%20State%20Rep.%20Utah/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2003%20Franget%20Enrique%20Vargas%20%7c%20Corrections%20Officer%20Kings%20County%20WA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2003%20Franget%20Enrique%20Vargas%20%7c%20Corrections%20Officer%20Kings%20County%20WA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2003%20Prostitute%20Survey%20Cites%20Cop%20Abuses_%20Rape,%20assault,%20extortion%20by%20police%20detailed.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2003%20Prostitute%20Survey%20Cites%20Cop%20Abuses_%20Rape,%20assault,%20extortion%20by%20police%20detailed.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2003%20Prostitute%20Survey%20Cites%20Cop%20Abuses_%20Rape,%20assault,%20extortion%20by%20police%20detailed.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2003%20Prostitute%20Survey%20Cites%20Cop%20Abuses_%20Rape,%20assault,%20extortion%20by%20police%20detailed.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2004%20Eugene%20Oregon%20cops/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2004%20Eugene%20Oregon%20cops/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2004%20Kenny%20Johnson%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Middlesex%20Township%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2004%20Kenny%20Johnson%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Middlesex%20Township%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2004%20Michael%20LoPriore%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Boston%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2004%20Michael%20LoPriore%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Boston%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2004%20Roger%20Magana%20Juan%20Lara%20%7c%20Police%20Officers%20Eugene%20Oregon/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2004%20Roger%20Magana%20Juan%20Lara%20%7c%20Police%20Officers%20Eugene%20Oregon/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2005%20Scott%20Antoniak%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Omaha%20Neb/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2005%20Scott%20Antoniak%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Omaha%20Neb/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Arron%20Jahimal%20Burroughs/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Arron%20Jahimal%20Burroughs/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Christopher%20Lee%20Marshall%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Texas%20City%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Christopher%20Lee%20Marshall%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Texas%20City%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Christopher%20Morris%20Johnson%20%7c%20Corrections%20Officer%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Christopher%20Morris%20Johnson%20%7c%20Corrections%20Officer%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Darren%20Way%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Wash.%20DC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Darren%20Way%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Wash.%20DC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Gregg%20O'Shei%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Buffalo%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Gregg%20O'Shei%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Buffalo%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Jason%20D.%20Briddon%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Part%20Time%20Rutland%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Jason%20D.%20Briddon%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Part%20Time%20Rutland%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Jeff%20Sellers%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Oklahoma%20City%20OK/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Jeff%20Sellers%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Oklahoma%20City%20OK/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Kenneth%20Woods%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Galveston%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Kenneth%20Woods%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Galveston%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Miguel%20Martinez%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Bronx%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Miguel%20Martinez%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Bronx%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Richard%20Correa%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Inglewood%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Richard%20Correa%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Inglewood%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Steven%20J.%20Lelinski%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20%20Milwaukee%20%20WI/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2006%20Steven%20J.%20Lelinski%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20%20Milwaukee%20%20WI/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2007%20Guy%20Giammatteo%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Southhampton%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2007%20Guy%20Giammatteo%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Southhampton%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2007%20Richard%20Curtis%20%7c%20GOP%20Rep.%20Washington%20State/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2007%20Richard%20Curtis%20%7c%20GOP%20Rep.%20Washington%20State/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Bernard%20Durgin%20%20Timothy%20Heiden%20%7c%20Police%20Officers%20Madison%20CT/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Bernard%20Durgin%20%20Timothy%20Heiden%20%7c%20Police%20Officers%20Madison%20CT/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Bridges%20McRae-%20Police%20Officer-%20Memphis,%20TN/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Bridges%20McRae-%20Police%20Officer-%20Memphis,%20TN/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Capt%20WIlliam%20Billings%20Dave%20Reveille%20%7c%20Police%20Officers%20Gainsville%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Capt%20WIlliam%20Billings%20Dave%20Reveille%20%7c%20Police%20Officers%20Gainsville%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Colin%20Hatch%20%7c%20Police%20Recruit%20Baltimore%20MD/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Colin%20Hatch%20%7c%20Police%20Recruit%20Baltimore%20MD/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Dave%20Matta%20%7c%20Police%20Sergeant%20Tolleson%20AZ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Dave%20Matta%20%7c%20Police%20Sergeant%20Tolleson%20AZ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20David%20Workman%20%7c%20Coroner%20Investigator%20Jefferson%20County%20%20OH/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20David%20Workman%20%7c%20Coroner%20Investigator%20Jefferson%20County%20%20OH/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Donvey%20Lindsey%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Inglewood%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Donvey%20Lindsey%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Inglewood%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Interesting%20study%20of%20prostitution%20in%20Chicago%20%7c%20Alas,%20a%20Blog.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Interesting%20study%20of%20prostitution%20in%20Chicago%20%7c%20Alas,%20a%20Blog.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Jason%20Bill%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Cobb%20County%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Jason%20Bill%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Cobb%20County%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Jason%20Briddon%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Rutland%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Jason%20Briddon%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Rutland%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Kevin%20Coleman%20%7c%20State%20Trooper%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Kevin%20Coleman%20%7c%20State%20Trooper%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Matthew%20Linderman%20%7c%20Deputy%20Sheriff%20San%20Bernadino%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Matthew%20Linderman%20%7c%20Deputy%20Sheriff%20San%20Bernadino%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Michael%20Galvan%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Stanislaus%20County%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Michael%20Galvan%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Stanislaus%20County%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Michael%20L.%20Johnson%20Jr%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20York%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Michael%20L.%20Johnson%20Jr%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20York%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Morris%20West%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Haines%20City%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Morris%20West%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Haines%20City%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Sam%20Streater%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20New%20Haven%20Conn/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Sam%20Streater%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20New%20Haven%20Conn/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Scott%20Lando%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Austin%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Scott%20Lando%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Austin%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Shawn%20C.%20Dillard%20Pennsylvania/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Shawn%20C.%20Dillard%20Pennsylvania/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Shawn%20C.%20Dillard%20%7c%20State%20Trooper%20Pennsylvania/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Shawn%20C.%20Dillard%20%7c%20State%20Trooper%20Pennsylvania/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Stanley%20Marrero%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Lorain%20OH/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Stanley%20Marrero%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Lorain%20OH/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Thomas%20Crow%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Horsham%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Thomas%20Crow%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Horsham%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Thomas%20John%20Sadler%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20San%20Diego%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Thomas%20John%20Sadler%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20San%20Diego%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Thomas%20John%20Sadler%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20San%20Diego%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Unnamed%20US%20Secret%20Service%20Agent/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Unnamed%20US%20Secret%20Service%20Agent/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Wayne%20Taylor%20%7c%20Detective%20%20NYPD%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2008%20Wayne%20Taylor%20%7c%20Detective%20%20NYPD%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009-2011%20Henry%20Hollins%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20New%20Orleans%20LA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009-2011%20Henry%20Hollins%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20New%20Orleans%20LA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Chris%20Muncy%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Putnam%20CO%20Tennessee/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Chris%20Muncy%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Putnam%20CO%20Tennessee/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Darius%20Harper%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Marion%20County%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Darius%20Harper%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Marion%20County%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Derek%20D.%20Roberts%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Hollywood%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Derek%20D.%20Roberts%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Hollywood%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Gary%20Pignato%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Rochester%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Gary%20Pignato%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Rochester%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Gerald%20Copeland%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Fulton%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Gerald%20Copeland%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Fulton%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Gregory%20Mickel%20-%20Police%20Officer-%20San%20Antonio,%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Gregory%20Mickel%20-%20Police%20Officer-%20San%20Antonio,%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20James%20Ingalls%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Indianapolis%20IN/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20James%20Ingalls%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Indianapolis%20IN/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Javier%20Garces%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20DeKalb%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Javier%20Garces%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20DeKalb%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Jesus%20Sanchez-%20Police%20Officer-%20Lorain,%20OH/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Jesus%20Sanchez-%20Police%20Officer-%20Lorain,%20OH/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Jonathan%20Gardenhire%20%7c%20Police%20Sergeant%20State%20Police%20NJ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Jonathan%20Gardenhire%20%7c%20Police%20Sergeant%20State%20Police%20NJ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Keith%20Breiner%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Beaumont%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Keith%20Breiner%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Beaumont%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Mark%20Sittner%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Dallas%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Mark%20Sittner%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Dallas%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Memphis%20cops/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Memphis%20cops/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Michael%20Meissner%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Combine%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Michael%20Meissner%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Combine%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Robert%20Schmidt%20%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Wash%20DC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Robert%20Schmidt%20%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Wash%20DC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2009%20Robert%20Schmidt%20%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Wash%20DC/
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2010 Brandon Balthrop | Deputy Stephens County OK/
2010 Brian Ridenour | Police Officer Fresno CA/
2010 Bryan Benson- Police Officer- Anderson, CA/
2010 Craig Nash | Police Officer San Antonio TX/
2010 Daniel Wallace | Police Officer Memphis TN/
2010 David Maes | Police Officer Albuquerque NM/
2010 Demetrius E. Dixon | Police Officer Brunswick FL/
2010 Deodhram Singh | Police Officer NYPD NY/
2010 Doug Godbee | Prosecutor East Tennessee TN/
2010 Hector Paez | Police Officer Denver, CO/
2010 James Dobbs | Police Officer Rialto CA/
2010 James M. Burke | Court Clerk Chelsea MA/
2010 Jeffrey Poole | Police Officer Nashville TN/
2010 Jeffrey Thorn | Police Officer Dallas TX/
2010 Jeremy Tyrel Reynolds | Police Officer DeKalb County GA/
2010 John Coggs | Police Officer Henderson NV /
2010 Joshua Michael Jensen | Police Officer Beaverton OR/
2010 Kevin Parry | Police Officer Camden NJ/
2010 Leon Pullen | Police Officer Uplands Park MO/
2010 Lesinski Jesters/6-
2010 Michael Stevens | Police Officer Henderson NV/
2010 Michael Tarmoun | Police Officer Honolulu HA/
2010 Richard Oviedo | Police Officer South Gate CA/
2010 Shane Whitaker | Police Officer Farmington Utah/
22011 Alan Bostjancic | Police Officer Norfolk VA/
2011 Albert Smith | Police Officer Bakersfield CA/
2011 Anthony Rollins | Police Officer Anchorage Alaska/
2011 Aravanh Lakmany | Police Officer Lowell MA/2011 Daniel Dana | Police 
Officer San Diego CA/
2011 Daniel Schrader | Police Officer Anchorage Alaska/
2011 David Otis Cole | Police Officer Cherokee OK/2011 Detroit Cop unnamed/
2011 Gregory M. Hudson | Police Officer Medford MA/
2011 Jackie Hagan Jr. | Police Officer Lafayette LA/
2011 Jeffrey Kenneth Vasquez | Police Officer Menlo Park CA/
2011 Jeffrey Moreland | Police Officer Grandview MO/
2011 Jorge Javier Cagigal- Sheriff's Deputy- Hidalgo County, TX/
2011 Jorge Javier Cagigal | Sheriff Deputy Hidalgo County TX/
2011 Kenneth Furr | Police Officer Wash. DC/
2011 Kevin Joseph Walker | Police Constable Darby Township and Chester PA/
2011 Law Enforcement Corruption: A Look Back At Corrupt Cops.pdf

2011 M.C. Rominski | Police Officer Raleigh NC/
2011 Marc Galbreth | Police Officer New Orleans LA/
2011 Marines in Brazil/
2011 Mark A. Cornish | Police Officer Columbia SC/
2011 Mark Sloan Police Captain Wilmington NC/
2011 Mark Valli | Police Officer Amesbury MA/
2011 Matt Cooper | Police officer Raleigh NC/
2011 Michigan Cops and Police Chief/
2011 Miguel Lerma | Border Patrol Customs Officer CA/
2011 Pat Sullivan | Sheriff Arapahoe County CO/
2011 Peter Hervoyavich | Police officer Las Vegas NV/
2011 Raleigh NC cops 3/
2011 Richard Jackson | Sheriff Deputy Fulton GA/
2011 Rick Armstrong | Police Officer Raleigh NC /
2011 Robin McAtee | Police Officer Pekin Ill/
2011 Ronnie Brewer | Police Constable Harris County TX/
2011 Sheldon Czegledi- Police Officer- Phoenix, AZ/
2011 Stephen Hinnant | Police Officer Raleigh NC/
2011 UNNAMED Haines City Police Officer/
2011 cops and hookers misc/
2012 Adam Skweres | Police Officer Pittsburgh PA/
2012 Brian Kelley | Police Officer Gwinnett County GA/
2012 Brian Mabry | Police Officer Pottstown PA/
2012 Carmen Scardine | Police Officer Justice IL/
2012 Christian Zieminski | Police Officer Rockwood MI/
2012 Darrell Williams | Police Officer Clayton County GA/
2012 David Sumlin | Sheriff Deputy Jacksonville FL/
2012 Gary Baker | Police Officer Sacramento CA/
2012 Gordon Chavez | Probation Officer State of NM/
2012 Horace Roberts | Police Officer College Park GA/
2012 Jasbir Dhanda UK/
2012 Jeffrey Holmes | Police Officer Kansas City MO/
2012 Jercarlous Colbert | Police Officer Shreveport LA/
2012 Jose Otero | Police Officer Melbourne FL/
2012 Kelley Helleson and David Farrell | State Troopers TX/
2012 Lee Freddie Gaines | Police Officer Modesto CA/
2012 Mandip Sandhu CANADA/
2012 Marcus Dennard | Police Officer College Park GA/
2012 Nelson Stewart | Police Officer Chicago IL/
2012 New Mexico Cop on Paid Leave While Being Investigated for Raping Sex 

Law Enforcement Officers 
Rape/ Extort/ Solicit/ Hire

Prostitutes- including 
minors
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http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Brandon%20Balthrop%20%7c%20Deputy%20Stephens%20County%20OK/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Brian%20Ridenour%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Fresno%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Brian%20Ridenour%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Fresno%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Bryan%20Benson-%20Police%20Officer-%20Anderson,%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Bryan%20Benson-%20Police%20Officer-%20Anderson,%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Craig%20Nash%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20San%20Antonio%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Craig%20Nash%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20San%20Antonio%20TX/
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http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Daniel%20Wallace%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Memphis%20TN/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Daniel%20Wallace%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Memphis%20TN/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Daniel%20Wallace%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Memphis%20TN/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20David%20Maes%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Albuquerque%20%20NM/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20David%20Maes%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Albuquerque%20%20NM/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Demetrius%20E.%20Dixon%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Brunswick%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Demetrius%20E.%20Dixon%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Brunswick%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Deodhram%20Singh%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20NYPD%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Deodhram%20Singh%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20NYPD%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Doug%20Godbee%20%7c%20Prosecutor%20East%20Tennessee%20TN/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Doug%20Godbee%20%7c%20Prosecutor%20East%20Tennessee%20TN/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Hector%20Paez%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Denver,%20CO/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Hector%20Paez%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Denver,%20CO/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20James%20Dobbs%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Rialto%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20James%20Dobbs%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Rialto%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20James%20M.%20Burke%20%7c%20Court%20Clerk%20Chelsea%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20James%20M.%20Burke%20%7c%20Court%20Clerk%20Chelsea%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Jeffrey%20Poole%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Nashville%20TN/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Jeffrey%20Poole%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Nashville%20TN/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Jeffrey%20Thorn%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Dallas%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Jeffrey%20Thorn%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Dallas%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Jeremy%20Tyrel%20Reynolds%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20%20DeKalb%20County%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Jeremy%20Tyrel%20Reynolds%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20%20DeKalb%20County%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20John%20Coggs%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Henderson%20NV%20/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20John%20Coggs%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Henderson%20NV%20/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Joshua%20Michael%20Jensen%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Beaverton%20OR/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Joshua%20Michael%20Jensen%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Beaverton%20OR/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Kevin%20Parry%20%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Camden%20NJ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Kevin%20Parry%20%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Camden%20NJ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Leon%20Pullen%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Uplands%20Park%20MO/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Leon%20Pullen%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Uplands%20Park%20MO/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Lesinski%20Jesters/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Lesinski%20Jesters/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Michael%20Stevens%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Henderson%20NV/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Michael%20Stevens%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Henderson%20NV/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Michael%20Tarmoun%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Honolulu%20HA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Michael%20Tarmoun%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Honolulu%20HA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Richard%20Oviedo%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20South%20Gate%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Richard%20Oviedo%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20South%20Gate%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Shane%20Whitaker%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Farmington%20%20Utah/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2010%20Shane%20Whitaker%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Farmington%20%20Utah/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Alan%20Bostjancic%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Norfolk%20VA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Alan%20Bostjancic%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Norfolk%20VA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Albert%20Smith%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Bakersfield%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Albert%20Smith%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Bakersfield%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Anthony%20Rollins%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Anchorage%20Alaska/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Anthony%20Rollins%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Anchorage%20Alaska/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Aravanh%20Lakmany%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Lowell%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Aravanh%20Lakmany%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Lowell%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Daniel%20Dana%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20%20San%20Diego%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Daniel%20Dana%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20%20San%20Diego%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Daniel%20Dana%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20%20San%20Diego%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Daniel%20Dana%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20%20San%20Diego%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Daniel%20Schrader%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Anchorage%20Alaska/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Daniel%20Schrader%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Anchorage%20Alaska/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20David%20Otis%20Cole%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Cherokee%20OK/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20David%20Otis%20Cole%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Cherokee%20OK/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Detroit%20Cop%20unnamed/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Detroit%20Cop%20unnamed/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Gregory%20M.%20Hudson%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Medford%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Gregory%20M.%20Hudson%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Medford%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Jackie%20Hagan%20Jr.%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Lafayette%20LA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Jackie%20Hagan%20Jr.%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Lafayette%20LA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Jeffrey%20Kenneth%20Vasquez%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Menlo%20Park%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Jeffrey%20Kenneth%20Vasquez%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Menlo%20Park%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Jeffrey%20Moreland%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Grandview%20MO/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Jeffrey%20Moreland%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Grandview%20MO/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Jorge%20Javier%20Cagigal-%20Sheriff's%20Deputy-%20Hidalgo%20County,%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Jorge%20Javier%20Cagigal-%20Sheriff's%20Deputy-%20Hidalgo%20County,%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Jorge%20Javier%20Cagigal%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Hidalgo%20County%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Jorge%20Javier%20Cagigal%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Hidalgo%20County%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Kenneth%20Furr%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Wash.%20DC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Kenneth%20Furr%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Wash.%20DC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Kevin%20Joseph%20Walker%20%7c%20Police%20Constable%20%20Darby%20Township%20and%20Chester%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Kevin%20Joseph%20Walker%20%7c%20Police%20Constable%20%20Darby%20Township%20and%20Chester%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Law%20Enforcement%20Corruption:%20A%20Look%20Back%20At%20Corrupt%20Cops.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Law%20Enforcement%20Corruption:%20A%20Look%20Back%20At%20Corrupt%20Cops.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20M.C.%20Rominski%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Raleigh%20NC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Marc%20Galbreth%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20New%20Orleans%20LA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Marc%20Galbreth%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20New%20Orleans%20LA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Marines%20in%20Brazil/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Marines%20in%20Brazil/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Mark%20A.%20Cornish%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Columbia%20SC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Mark%20A.%20Cornish%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Columbia%20SC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Mark%20Sloan%20Police%20Captain%20Wilmington%20NC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Mark%20Sloan%20Police%20Captain%20Wilmington%20NC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Mark%20Valli%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Amesbury%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Mark%20Valli%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Amesbury%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Matt%20Cooper%20%7c%20Police%20officer%20Raleigh%20NC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Matt%20Cooper%20%7c%20Police%20officer%20Raleigh%20NC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Michigan%20Cops%20and%20Police%20Chief/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Michigan%20Cops%20and%20Police%20Chief/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Michigan%20Cops%20and%20Police%20Chief/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Miguel%20Lerma%20%7c%20Border%20Patrol%20Customs%20Officer%20%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Miguel%20Lerma%20%7c%20Border%20Patrol%20Customs%20Officer%20%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Pat%20Sullivan%20%7c%20Sheriff%20%20Arapahoe%20County%20CO/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Pat%20Sullivan%20%7c%20Sheriff%20%20Arapahoe%20County%20CO/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Peter%20Hervoyavich%20%7c%20Police%20officer%20Las%20Vegas%20NV/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Peter%20Hervoyavich%20%7c%20Police%20officer%20Las%20Vegas%20NV/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Raleigh%20%20NC%20cops%203/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Raleigh%20%20NC%20cops%203/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Richard%20Jackson%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Fulton%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Richard%20Jackson%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Fulton%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Rick%20Armstrong%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Raleigh%20NC%20/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Rick%20Armstrong%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Raleigh%20NC%20/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Robin%20McAtee%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Pekin%20Ill/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Robin%20McAtee%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Pekin%20Ill/
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http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Ronnie%20Brewer%20%7c%20Police%20Constable%20Harris%20County%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Sheldon%20Czegledi-%20Police%20Officer-%20Phoenix,%20AZ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Sheldon%20Czegledi-%20Police%20Officer-%20Phoenix,%20AZ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Stephen%20Hinnant%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Raleigh%20NC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20Stephen%20Hinnant%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Raleigh%20NC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20UNNAMED%20Haines%20City%20Police%20Officer/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20UNNAMED%20Haines%20City%20Police%20Officer/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20cops%20and%20hookers%20misc/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2011%20cops%20and%20hookers%20misc/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Adam%20Skweres%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Pittsburgh%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Adam%20Skweres%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Pittsburgh%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Brian%20Kelley%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Gwinnett%20County%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Brian%20Kelley%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Gwinnett%20County%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Brian%20Mabry%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Pottstown%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Brian%20Mabry%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Pottstown%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Carmen%20Scardine%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20%20Justice%20IL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Carmen%20Scardine%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20%20Justice%20IL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Christian%20Zieminski%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Rockwood%20MI/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Christian%20Zieminski%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Rockwood%20MI/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Darrell%20Williams%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Clayton%20County%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Darrell%20Williams%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Clayton%20County%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20David%20Sumlin%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Jacksonville%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20David%20Sumlin%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Jacksonville%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Gary%20Baker%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Sacramento%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Gary%20Baker%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Sacramento%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Gordon%20Chavez%20%7c%20Probation%20Officer%20State%20of%20NM/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Gordon%20Chavez%20%7c%20Probation%20Officer%20State%20of%20NM/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Horace%20Roberts%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20%20College%20Park%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Horace%20Roberts%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20%20College%20Park%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Jasbir%20Dhanda%20UK/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Jasbir%20Dhanda%20UK/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Jeffrey%20Holmes%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Kansas%20City%20MO/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Jeffrey%20Holmes%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Kansas%20City%20MO/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Jercarlous%20Colbert%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Shreveport%20LA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Jercarlous%20Colbert%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Shreveport%20LA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Jose%20Otero%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Melbourne%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Jose%20Otero%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Melbourne%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Kelley%20Helleson%20and%20David%20Farrell%20%7c%20State%20Troopers%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Kelley%20Helleson%20and%20David%20Farrell%20%7c%20State%20Troopers%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Lee%20Freddie%20Gaines%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Modesto%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Lee%20Freddie%20Gaines%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Modesto%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Mandip%20Sandhu%20%20CANADA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Mandip%20Sandhu%20%20CANADA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Marcus%20Dennard%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20College%20Park%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Marcus%20Dennard%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20College%20Park%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Nelson%20Stewart%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Chicago%20IL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Nelson%20Stewart%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Chicago%20IL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20New%20Mexico%20Cop%20on%20Paid%20Leave%20While%20Being%20Investigated%20for%20Raping%20Sex%20Workers%20-%20Hit%20&amp.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20New%20Mexico%20Cop%20on%20Paid%20Leave%20While%20Being%20Investigated%20for%20Raping%20Sex%20Workers%20-%20Hit%20&amp.pdf
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2012 Phil Bonus | Councilman Maitland FL/
2012 Philly Cops sex trips to Asia/
2012 Predators With Impunity by William Norman Grigg.pdf
2012 Quintez Buckner | Police Officer DeKalb Co. GA/
2012 Roderick Johnson | Police Officer Orlando FL/
2012 Secret Service Agents in Columbia/
2012 Senator Bob Menendez /
2012 Sexual Deviance Behind the Badge.pdf
2012 Shelton Crowder | Sheriff Deputy Chatham County GA/
2012 Timothy Carlson | Stateâ€™s Special Investigations Albuquerque NM/
2012 UK Cops Sexual predators in the police are abusing power to target victims, 
investigation warns | Mail Online.pdf
2012 US Treasury/
2013 Andy Lazzaro | Police Officer Wilmington DEL/
2013 Cop Canada/
2013 David Fraijo | Police Sergeant Irwindale CA/
2013 Eric Francke | Sheriff Deputy Lake County Ill/
2013 Gabriel Lopez | Sheriff Deputy Kern Co. CA/
2013 Glen Askew | Police Lt. Fayetteville GA/
2013 James Romano | Police Chief Scott Township PA/
2013 James Schiliro | Mayor Marcus Hook NJ/
2013 Juan R. Stevens | Corrections Officer Burlington City NJ/
2013 Luis Gutierrez | Police Officer Queens NY/
2013 Luis Valenzuela and James Nichols | Narcotics officers LAPD CA/
2013 Lysander E. Wright | Police Detective South Boston MA/
2013 Michael Hayes | Police Lt. Northwest NC/
2013 Neil Parliment | Sheriff Deputy Garland County ARK/
2013 Peter Connell | Police Officer Las Vegas NV/
2013 Sergio Alvarez | Police Officer West Sacramento CA/
2013 Stuart Rea | Sheriff Deputy San Diego Co. CA/
2013 Swedish Prosecutor Caught hiring Prostitute/
2013 Trevor Donah | State Trooper Plattsburgh NY/
2013 Troy Pope | Corrections Officer Calhoun MI/
2013 Victor Chris | Police Officer Houston TX/

COPS WHO PIMP PROSTITUTES
1992 Lt Joseph Kelly | Police Officer Philadelphia PA/
2004 James Martin Leason | Police Chief Runnemede NJ/
2004 Thomas Ramsey | Police Chief Chatham NJ/
2006 Dennis Kim Jerry Svoronos cops NY/
2008 Jeremy Lee | Police Officer Indianapolis IND/
2008 Wayne Taylor | Police Detective NYPD NY/
2011 Ghafoor and Holland | Police Officers Pittsburgh PA/
2011 Matt Kindle | Police Officer Albuquerque NM/
2011 Michael Johns- Police Officer- Pittsburgh, PA/
2011 Michael St. Andre | Police Chief Romulus Cops Corruption drugs 
and prostitution/
2011 Norman Wielsch Chris Butler | Anti- Drug Task Force officers 
Contra Costa CA /
2012 Bryant Livingston | TSA Agent MD/
2012 Connecticutt state troopers/
2012 Cudahy Mayor and others/
2012 Jason Brandon Hoyle | Police Officer Raleigh NC/
2012 Monty Green | Police Officer NYPD NY/
2012 Ronald R Miko | Police Officer Reading PA cop/
2012 Sean McWhirter | Police Officer Memphis TN/
2012 Titus Taggart | State Trooper NY/
2013 Gregory McQueen ï€§ Air Force SHARP coordinator Ft. Hood SC/
2013 Lamin Manneh ï€§ Police Officer Baltimore City MD/

Law Enforcement Officers Rape/ Extort/ Solicit/ Hire
Prostitutes- including minors

The law enforcement agents listed in this document are not the entirety of those 
who have raped/ extorted/ solicited/ or hired prostitutes. This list is provided as an 

example of the numerous cases in the US and around the world.  Many of the 
cases are never reported in the media because they are ‘resolved’ by the Internal 
Affairs division of various police/ sheriff departments and do not make the news.

   www.iswface.org                                  www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com
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http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Phil%20Bonus%20%7c%20Councilman%20Maitland%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Phil%20Bonus%20%7c%20Councilman%20Maitland%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Philly%20Cops%20sex%20trips%20to%20Asia/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Philly%20Cops%20sex%20trips%20to%20Asia/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Predators%20With%20Impunity%20by%20William%20Norman%20Grigg.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Predators%20With%20Impunity%20by%20William%20Norman%20Grigg.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Quintez%20Buckner%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20DeKalb%20Co.%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Quintez%20Buckner%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20DeKalb%20Co.%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Roderick%20Johnson%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Orlando%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Roderick%20Johnson%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Orlando%20FL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Secret%20Service%20Agents%20in%20Columbia/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Secret%20Service%20Agents%20in%20Columbia/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Senator%20Bob%20Menendez%20/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Senator%20Bob%20Menendez%20/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Sexual%20Deviance%20Behind%20the%20Badge.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Sexual%20Deviance%20Behind%20the%20Badge.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Shelton%20Crowder%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Chatham%20County%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Shelton%20Crowder%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Chatham%20County%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Timothy%20Carlson%20%7c%20State%e2%80%99s%20Special%20Investigations%20Division%20Albuquerque%20NM/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20Timothy%20Carlson%20%7c%20State%e2%80%99s%20Special%20Investigations%20Division%20Albuquerque%20NM/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20UK%20Cops%20Sexual%20predators%20in%20the%20police%20are%20abusing%20power%20to%20target%20victims,%20investigation%20warns%20%7c%20Mail%20Online.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20UK%20Cops%20Sexual%20predators%20in%20the%20police%20are%20abusing%20power%20to%20target%20victims,%20investigation%20warns%20%7c%20Mail%20Online.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20UK%20Cops%20Sexual%20predators%20in%20the%20police%20are%20abusing%20power%20to%20target%20victims,%20investigation%20warns%20%7c%20Mail%20Online.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20UK%20Cops%20Sexual%20predators%20in%20the%20police%20are%20abusing%20power%20to%20target%20victims,%20investigation%20warns%20%7c%20Mail%20Online.pdf
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20US%20Treasury/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2012%20US%20Treasury/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Andy%20Lazzaro%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Wilmington%20DEL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Andy%20Lazzaro%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Wilmington%20DEL/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Cop%20Canada/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Cop%20Canada/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20David%20Fraijo%20%7c%20Police%20Sergeant%20Irwindale%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20David%20Fraijo%20%7c%20Police%20Sergeant%20Irwindale%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Eric%20Francke%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Lake%20County%20Ill/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Eric%20Francke%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Lake%20County%20Ill/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Gabriel%20Lopez%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Kern%20Co.%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Gabriel%20Lopez%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Kern%20Co.%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Glen%20Askew%20%7c%20Police%20Lt.%20Fayetteville%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Glen%20Askew%20%7c%20Police%20Lt.%20Fayetteville%20GA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20James%20Romano%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Scott%20Township%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20James%20Romano%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Scott%20Township%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20James%20Schiliro%20%7c%20Mayor%20%20Marcus%20Hook%20NJ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20James%20Schiliro%20%7c%20Mayor%20%20Marcus%20Hook%20NJ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Juan%20R.%20Stevens%20%7c%20Corrections%20Officer%20Burlington%20City%20NJ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Juan%20R.%20Stevens%20%7c%20Corrections%20Officer%20Burlington%20City%20NJ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Luis%20Gutierrez%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Queens%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Luis%20Gutierrez%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Queens%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Luis%20Valenzuela%20and%20James%20Nichols%20%7c%20Narcotics%20officers%20LAPD%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Luis%20Valenzuela%20and%20James%20Nichols%20%7c%20Narcotics%20officers%20LAPD%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Lysander%20E.%20Wright%20%7c%20Police%20Detective%20South%20Boston%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Lysander%20E.%20Wright%20%7c%20Police%20Detective%20South%20Boston%20MA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Michael%20Hayes%20%7c%20Police%20Lt.%20Northwest%20NC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Michael%20Hayes%20%7c%20Police%20Lt.%20Northwest%20NC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Neil%20Parliment%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Garland%20County%20ARK/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Neil%20Parliment%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20Garland%20County%20ARK/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Peter%20Connell%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Las%20Vegas%20NV/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Peter%20Connell%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Las%20Vegas%20NV/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Sergio%20Alvarez%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20West%20Sacramento%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Sergio%20Alvarez%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20West%20Sacramento%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Stuart%20Rea%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20San%20Diego%20Co.%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Stuart%20Rea%20%7c%20Sheriff%20Deputy%20San%20Diego%20Co.%20CA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Swedish%20Prosecutor%20Caught%20hiring%20Prostitute/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Swedish%20Prosecutor%20Caught%20hiring%20Prostitute/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Trevor%20Donah%20%7c%20State%20Trooper%20Plattsburgh%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Trevor%20Donah%20%7c%20State%20Trooper%20Plattsburgh%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Troy%20Pope%20%7c%20Corrections%20Officer%20Calhoun%20MI/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Troy%20Pope%20%7c%20Corrections%20Officer%20Calhoun%20MI/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Victor%20Chris%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Houston%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/2013%20Victor%20Chris%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Houston%20TX/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/1992%20Lt%20Joseph%20Kelly%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Philadelphia%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/1992%20Lt%20Joseph%20Kelly%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Philadelphia%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2004%20James%20Martin%20Leason%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Runnemede%20NJ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2004%20James%20Martin%20Leason%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Runnemede%20NJ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2004%20Thomas%20Ramsey%20%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Chatham%20NJ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2004%20Thomas%20Ramsey%20%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Chatham%20NJ/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2006%20Dennis%20Kim%20%20Jerry%20Svoronos%20cops%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2006%20Dennis%20Kim%20%20Jerry%20Svoronos%20cops%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2008%20Jeremy%20Lee%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Indianapolis%20IND/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2008%20Jeremy%20Lee%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Indianapolis%20IND/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2008%20Wayne%20Taylor%20%7c%20Police%20Detective%20NYPD%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2008%20Wayne%20Taylor%20%7c%20Police%20Detective%20NYPD%20NY/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Ghafoor%20%20and%20Holland%20%7c%20Police%20Officers%20Pittsburgh%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Ghafoor%20%20and%20Holland%20%7c%20Police%20Officers%20Pittsburgh%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Matt%20Kindle%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Albuquerque%20NM/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Matt%20Kindle%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Albuquerque%20NM/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Michael%20Johns-%20Police%20Officer-%20Pittsburgh,%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Michael%20Johns-%20Police%20Officer-%20Pittsburgh,%20PA/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Michael%20St.%20Andre%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Romulus%20Cops%20Corruption%20drugs%20and%20prostitution/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Michael%20St.%20Andre%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Romulus%20Cops%20Corruption%20drugs%20and%20prostitution/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Michael%20St.%20Andre%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Romulus%20Cops%20Corruption%20drugs%20and%20prostitution/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Michael%20St.%20Andre%20%7c%20Police%20Chief%20Romulus%20Cops%20Corruption%20drugs%20and%20prostitution/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Norman%20Wielsch%20%20Chris%20Butler%20%7c%20Anti-%20Drug%20Task%20Force%20officers%20Contra%20Costa%20CA%20%20/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Norman%20Wielsch%20%20Chris%20Butler%20%7c%20Anti-%20Drug%20Task%20Force%20officers%20Contra%20Costa%20CA%20%20/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Norman%20Wielsch%20%20Chris%20Butler%20%7c%20Anti-%20Drug%20Task%20Force%20officers%20Contra%20Costa%20CA%20%20/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2011%20Norman%20Wielsch%20%20Chris%20Butler%20%7c%20Anti-%20Drug%20Task%20Force%20officers%20Contra%20Costa%20CA%20%20/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2012%20Bryant%20Livingston%20%7c%20TSA%20Agent%20%20MD/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2012%20Bryant%20Livingston%20%7c%20TSA%20Agent%20%20MD/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2012%20Connecticutt%20state%20troopers/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2012%20Connecticutt%20state%20troopers/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2012%20Cudahy%20Mayor%20and%20others/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2012%20Cudahy%20Mayor%20and%20others/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2012%20Jason%20Brandon%20Hoyle%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Raleigh%20NC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2012%20Jason%20Brandon%20Hoyle%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20Raleigh%20NC/
http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/pdfs_all/COPS%20DAs%20JUDGES%20RAPE%20EXTORT%20PROSTITUTES%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS/COPS%20WHO%20RUN%20PROSTITUTION%20RINGS%20AND%20BROTHELS/2012%20Monty%20Green%20%7c%20Police%20Officer%20NYPD%20NY/
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After every major police scandal, generally  a commission is formed to 
investigate the crimes committed by law enforcement agents and 

recommend ways to stop corruption or at least minimize it.

Report after report is issued, NY having a great number of these 
commissions, and in the majority of those reports and recommendations, 
the commissions suggest that if society is serious about reducing police 

corruption, it needs to consider decriminalizing ‘vices’ which are the 
main causes of corruption: Drugs, gambling and prostitution.

Law enforcement agents should never be called upon to be the arbiters of 
moral values- values which are and must remain the realm of religions 
and those who practice them. Laws ought only to exist to protect  the 

rights of the individual from force, the threat of force, fraud or coercion, 
not to protect the individual from his or her self, or from engaging in 

‘sinful’ activity. 

Law enforcement agents are members of the community- they are as 
likely as any other members of the community to engage in the vices that 

have been enjoyed by human beings throughout history... 

To pretend otherwise is foolish and harmful- not only to those who will 
always provide pleasure for a price, but to the community as a whole. 

When bad cops are caught, it jeopardizes every case in which they have 
been called to testify and which resulted in a conviction and incarceration 
of the perpetrator. It breeds a distrust of government and scorn for those 

who represent it.

If you as a conservative, find prostitution morally offensive, that is your 
right,  but if you can accept the police corruption that always has and 

always will result from the enforcement of vice laws, you have no claim 
to morality whatsoever.

And if you, as a progressive, claim you are concerned for the mental or 
physical health and well being of prostitutes and yet dismiss the greater 

harm we experience that comes from being raped, extorted or pimped by 
those who wear badges, then your alleged ‘concern’ for us is absolutely 

rubbish.

   www.iswface.org                                  www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com
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